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AJLBUaUERaiJE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE.. XEV MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, NO VEMBEIMHJ.
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Automobiles Kill Two and Editor of State Journal
is Struck in Club
Injure Several

ALEXANDER

IS

CAMPAIGN

Barbershop.
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THICK AS MOSQUITOES IN JERSEY
GREAT ELECTIONEERING
OF HEARST AND JEROME.
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and George B. McClellnn, there will
be the hottest kind of a finish. Tam
many Is having the fight of Its his
tory.
William M. Irvlns, the republican
candidate, will run third and proba
bly a bad third at that.
Hearst and William Travers Jer
omf?. 'he latter seeking
as
district attorney, have stood as the
conspicuously novel figures of the
campaign. The
run
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Official Messenger Pub- Package of Explosive Lay

Whirl,

each of the triumvirate of
Former President of Equita- Rpnorttr on
... Journal Comes stretch
mayoralty candidates is claiming that
to Rescut of His
he will w in hands down, although obble in Hospital and Reviously, two are mistaken.
Chief and
covery Doubtful
Between William Randolph Hearst
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SOUNDS TAME

HOT TIME IN NEW YORK
LIFE MUST BE WORTH LIVING IN
THE OLD TOWN DURING THIS

NUMIJEU

RUSSIAN NEWS

MOBS, RED FLAGS AND A

HAVE TROUBLE

HAS ACCIDENTS
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BEARS EARMARKS OF WITTE CAN'T FIND

$80,000

STOCK

Satisfied Of Santa Fe Central, Says
Receiver Cunningham
LWith Imperial Manifesto
'
Jews Still Pillaged.
After Looking.
Finns

AMERICA

Generally

CAN

DO NOTHING

YET DENVER'S

AUDITORIUM

STOCK

4

Salinas, Calif., Nov. 6. The OverTopeka, Kan., Nov. fi. In regard to
St. I'etrsburg, Nov. 6. The Official
Messenger prints this morning a well land Limited, No. 9, coming west, was
incident in the
the
It wrecked today between Santa Marworded appeal for confidence.
tllks club rooms Sunday, MacLennan
envH nut n statement toilnv In which
It garita and San Luis Obispo, by the
bears Count Witte's earmarks.
be said that while
waltlnz to be
hints strongly that the empire Is explosion of a package of dynamite
shaved at the club Kellv approached
threatened with dismemberment un- lying on the track. The engine wil
him and used abusive language, also
less the peopie rally to its support and damaged considerably, but bo far as
niore or less seriously hurt.
Instantly claiming that MacLennan had been
draws attention to the different char- known no one was injured.
Mrs. II. T. Austin was
Thpn
-.
-- "
nanir.
acter of representations with which
killed and Miss Edith Policy had her rnastimr" Kniiv -in hia
the government Is being beseiged, as WHERE IS THAT 8ANTA
skull fractured ".hiiu .ha nihopB ivmai Kellv --struck -n e alienor ilow at Mac- FE CENTRAL'S STOCK f
to the quelling of existing disorders
Injured by a machine stalling on the Lenuan 8 neck.
Eighty
Pittsburg,
in the country.
Pa., Nov.
Some of them comstreet car tracks in front of a r..n! Marl.ennan Raid: "I have some re- card for the nroorleties of this club, it
plain of the teal of the troops and oth- thousand dollars worth of stock of the
idly moving car
ARf,
ANGUV
MOU
ING ON TUB RED FI.AO BANNKR IN CITY ers of their Inaction, some ask for mil- Santa Fe Central railroad, of which
CH
down by an automobile while driv- - ou have not." Kelly muttered some- 1
H.VLL, PARK, NEW YORK.
itary protection, and others for entire the late Cashier Clarke of the Enter
:
ing. and their horse killed. Two other thing about what he would do another
,
"T
prise National bank, was treasurer,
' V
persons were hit by automobiles. In time, tian a uozen peopie gauiereu
removal of soldiers.
,
l".'c
ouus nave ueen against him voting on election day, and 1100 each
are reported missing. Receiver CunMurphy
fight
addition to these, a collision between around the men, and one of the State lln tie
iboomed
Hearst's
tne start,
ningham of the defunct bank, has not
for the next len cases of Illegal reg- when he had banners strung along IN ODESSA KILLED AND
two automobiles injured several, who, .Tniirnal'H rpnnrtors MacLennan'a
majority of the newspapers are istration.
WOUNDED REACH 6,000. been able to find them.
however, proceeded to their homes be- er, knocked Kelly to one side and tne forA Hearst,
Row and Broadway, showing
Park
some of them,
Odessa, Nov. 6. The town is quiet
incident ended. Kelly is state treasflag
fore their names were learned.
Jerome will win, unless some seri- the American flag and a 'blood-reit is true. But Tammany has practoday. It Is now estimated that the DENVER FOR AUDITORIUM
urer.
by
word,
side,
side
"Which?"
with
the
ous
political
is
It
made.
mistake
has
tically no support from the press.
MAY ISSUE $400,000.
killed and wounded during the recent
CONDITION OF JAMES W.
Hearst 3 cyclonic canvass has set been a long time since such a storm printed between them.
riots here number 6,000. The city hosDenver, Colo., Nov. 6. The supreme
ALEXANDER IS SERIOUS. WHOLESALE BURGLARIES
upon
public
approval
beof
fell
Tammany
shoulcharges
with
the
Hearst
the whole city talking. His meetings
pital alone contains 2,000 wounded.
court today rendered a decision modiNew York, Nov. 6. A special to the
have been the scenes of exciting dem- ders cf any candidate in New York. ing an anarchist, and has revived the
fying its former decision in the audiWorld from Deerfleld, Mass., says that
reWhen
oppo
Flanimer,
republican
newspapers
story
the
AVENUE
were
his
HUNING
ON
that
He won "conservative
onstration.
SOCIALISTS ARE QUIET
case,
torium
allowing the city to
the condition of James W. Alexander,
to
up
Jerome,
sponge
nent
In
sponsible,
threw
they
the
incited
hatred
that
votes," when he made It clear that muOTHERS WELL PLEASED. issue $400,000and
for the construction of
former president ot the Equitable Life
against
independin
declared
for
favor
and
the
McKinley,
of
president's
the
6. The
He'islngfors,
nicipal
ownership
Finland,
Nov.
mean
would
the
'
Assurance society, was reported last HOUSEBREAKERS RAID HUNING saving of franchises, yet to be develop ent, candidate, Jerome's election was assassination.
imperial manifesto meeting most pf the auditorium.
night as serious. He is confined to
AVENUE DISTRICT, SECURE BUT ed, tor the public, and not for the con assured.
Mobs of indignant citizens charged the demands of the Finns, arrived here
his bed at the sanitarium, and will not
WINSLOW MURDERER
The hit of the campaign has been through the City Hall park, bent upon late last night. The constitutionalists
fiscation of private property holders.
TRIFLING BOOTY.
be able to leave Deereflld for several
1 he labor vote Is strong for Hearst. in Jerome's merciless attack uon all tearing down the banners and dragare
who
satisfied,
socialists,
and
the
COMMITTED TO JAIL
months, even under the most favoraWhat apparently is an organized This Is a severe blow to Tammany, machine basses. He and Hearst have ging them underfoot. Hundreds of threatened to make a demonstration,
ble circumstances.
flayed
Charles F. Murphy as no boss police reserves were called out, and hvae thus far been quiet.
gang of petty thieves systematically as the tiger has always fought tor
BROTHER
OF DEAD MARSHAL
since Tweed, has been punished for prevented violence, A storm of Inburglarized a number of residences on that. Important election factor.
PASSES THROUGH CITY WITH
SHIPPED M4NY FAT
dignation swept over the whole city TROOPS CHARGE MOB
Hearst has burned up a good many his political corruption.
Iluuing avenue last evening.
BODY,
SAVE
SOME
AND
JEWS.
WHICH HE IS TAKING
The fate of bossism and the enor- and acted as a serious boomerang to,
5 and 6 o'clock three rooms thousand dollars' worth of pyrotech
Tomsk, Siberia, Nov. 6. The troops
HOME FOR BURIAL.
LAMBS TO COLORADO in Between
nics. He offers $10,000 reward for the mous graft that goes with It, is In the Tammany.' iviurphy ordered the banthe Minneapolis house at the corner first
were
charge
bayonets
forced
to
with
ners down.
arrest and conviction of illegal balance in New York today.
of Second Btreet and Huning avenue
Pete Pemberton,
against the mob pillaging Jewish
and
HON. F. A. HUBBELL RETURNED were entered and two suits and sevgambler, of Wlnslow, Ariz., who murMany
nunr
houses.
were
a
killed
and
were
underclothing
of
eral articles
TO THE CITY FROM
ber were wounded. The city Is half dered Night Marshal W. J. Giles In
taken, the thieves departing leaving no
the Parlor saloon at that place a week
sacked.
ROYAL
VISITOR
identity.
clue to their
MADE
ago, is now safely landed In Jail at
Between ti and 9 o'clock the resiTHIS GOVERNMENT CAN DO
Holbrook, wliere he must await the
Hon. F. A. Hubbell, one of the ex- dence of J. A. Itoush, 310 Huning aveREACHES BERLIN
NOTHING AT PRESENT. action of the next grand Jury on the
tensive sheep raisers of central New nue, was entered, the thieves gaining
Washington, Nov. 6. The president charge of murder, Pemberton was
IN VARIOUS
Mexico, returned to the city this moru-in- entrance through a window, which
has decided that no action can be tak committed to jail after he had been
money,
$5
Magdalena,
a
had
was
in
where
he
from
forced, and
en by this government
at present given a preliminary hearing be.fore
0
revolver, two silver bracelets and
been the past few weeks receiving
Alfonso
which will be of benefit to the Jews Justice of the Peace Charles L. Fllnn,
King
His
Pre
and
raising
own
of
shipping
were
gold
a
tne
lambs
his
taken, uuring
and
ring
who bound him over without bond, to
of Russia.
His
CocKsure.of SucHe was luckv In seeuriasr cars, and same hours the residence of Mr. and Every. Candidate
await the action of the next grand
mier,
General
Montero
in
,
cars
between'
to
H.
on
O.
door
loaded
next
the
Thomas,
Mrs.
the
last week
Jury.
... f
TERRITORIAL
t
LELEGATES
t
17,000 .and 18,000 lambs, consigned Koush residence, was entered and a
W. J. Giles, of Danbury, Texas, who
Germany's Capital.
cess Over All Opponents, But Tuesday Night
to A. A. Knott, a t)lg sheep buyer of gun and a razor are missing from the
TO MINING CONGRESS was in Albuquerque Saturday on his
Fort Collins, Colo. Mr. Hubbell says up stairs rooms. The latter place was
way to Wlnslow to see If he could
county,
ranges
Socorro
through
which
western
of
Will Tell Another Tale.
the
the front door,
entered
Identify the remains of the dead man
congress
The
Alining
National
ELABORATE
PROGRAM
will
ARRWGEO
many
grazing,
sheep
open
accommoalways
where he has
fat
was
for the
left
t
meet In El Paso, Texas, on Tuesday, as those of his long lost brother, arare in the fineBt of condition, and the dation of roomers, who occupy the
rived in the city from the west last
of next week. The following are the night
sheep are just as fat as they can com- second story.
New York, Nov. 6. Today will wit- ticket will be elected, but give no
in charge of the body, he hav
names
delegates
appointed
by
of
the
fortably be. "At this time," contin6.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas are at Abilene, ness the closing scenes In one of the figures.
Berlin, Nov.
King Alfonso, ae
ing positively identified It. He left
represent
terGovernor
Otero
to
the
"Magdalena
one
acHubbell,
is
Mr.
Kans., where they were called on
ued
most remarkable political campaigns
companled hy Premier General Mon- ritory of iNew iMexico at the gather- later in the evening for El Paso, en
A gift of $100,000 to the state
of the liveliest towns In the terri- count ot the death ot Mrs. Thomas' in the history of New York city. It versity by John D. Rockefeller Is unl
route to his home, where the remains
the tero and a large and brilliant suite, ing:
tory, and thousands upon thousands father.
will be buried.
has been remarkable in many ways. only issue in the present- - campaign.
MacDougal,
H.
Socorro;
T.
Ellis
here
today
arrived
was
marreceived
and
for
lambs
eastern
of wethers and
In both houses matches had been The two old party organizations have so far as public agitation Is concern
Mr. Giles reported that the feeling
SoJenks,
Albuquerque;
Brown,
T.
C.
daily
from
shipped
purbeing
that used by the thieves for lighting
kets are
been invaded by a new and great, ed. The fusionists insist that the gift with all the pomp and ceremony us corro; C. R. Keyes, Socorro; A. W. In Wlnslow was high against Pem
poses.
station."
Burnt matches covered the force, under which the name of the should be returned to the oil mag' ually connected with the formal visits
berton, and that from persons he had
Harris, Kingston; George W. Prlchard, talked
floors of all the rooms rummaged, and Municipal Ownership
league, with oate.
with and who had seen the
foreign
potentates.
Will'
Emperor
of
W.
Nogal;
Mclvers,
A.
W.
Santa
Fe;
MISSISSIPPI COUNTY
the manner in which the work was William R. Hearst as its candidate for
tragedy committed, It was murder In
S.
Albuquerque;
Don
H.
Hopewell,
prince
lam,
crown
several
and
the
PROTESTS AT DIVISION. done points toward the fact that the mayor, has conducted a campaign bo TWO OLD PARTIES BOTH
Kedzie, i.ordshurg; W. H. Newcomb, cold blood on the part of Pemberton,
CONFIDENT IN CHICAGO other princes were at the station to Silver
Liberty, Miss., Nov. 6.
The citi- thieves were very familiar with the vigorous and so well managed that the
City; F. J. Davidson, Pinos Alcity has been astonished at the
Chicago, Nov. 6. With a general ex welcome the king upon his arrival tos; J. W. Akers,
zens of Amite county are not in favor premises of each place pilfered.
Santa Fe; J. Rey- FAST EASTERN HORSES BOUND
Miss Roush, who lost the most of Btrength of it.
pectation on all sides that the vote and thousands of people surrounded nolds, Las Vegas; G.
of the plan of forming a new county
J. Gavin, Raton.
FOR PCIF1C COAST TRACKS
Mayor George B. McClellan, the here will be light, managers of both the station, to witness the arrival of
out of parts of Amite, Franklin and the articles taken from the Roush
Wilkinson counties, and a mass meet- residence, said this afternoon that the democratic nominee, has based his ap- the republican and democratic organ' the young king. He was cheered with
FAIR
PHOENIX
TO
HORSES
SHIPPED
ing will be held here today for the drawers and cupboards rummaged at peal for votes on his record as mayor, izations express confidence in victory considerable enthusiasm by the peo
Train, second No. 1, of last night,
d
their house were the places where while W illiam M. Ivlns, the repub- at the polls tomorrow. Based on the pie at the station and along the streets
purpose of protesting against the
was a horBe train. It was composed
Dartition of Amite county. The she was in the habit of keeping money lican nominee, has made a vigorous allegations of a more thorough or- through which the royal party drove
This morning, in a palace horse car, of eight cars, containing sixty-fiv- e
The Roush campaign, telling his followers that if ganization, however, the claims of the to the Schloss. The troops of the Joe Barnett shipped his St. Elmo horses and a Pullman, bearing horsemeeting will be held in the court and trinnkets of value.
guard formed a cordon and saluted as stables to the Arizona territorial fair
house and will be addressed by sev- famliy was away from home at the they hold firm be will be elected, on republicans are more sweeping.
men and jockeys.
The horses were
time of the burglary, and the roomers account of the division of democratic
the royal party passed.
at Phoenix, and five horses, including
eral prominent speakers.
King Alfonso will remain in Berlin Selden Wilkes, went along in the from Lexington, Ky., Brighton Beach
at the Thomas home were away from strength between Hearst and McClel- CAMPAIGN WAS A HOT
An elaborate bunch. Barnett's horses are Stranger and other eastern tracks, and are en
home during the evening, but returned lan.
ONE IN OHIO. until November 12th.
to the Pacific coast for the winFOR REVIVAL OF
program for his entertainment
has O., Young Hal, Hallina Morgan and route
at 9 o'clock, which was after the theft"
Hardly second in interest to the
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 6. The hot- been prepared, including several state
ter racing season.
.camhad
been
places,
At
committed.
these
contest
mayoralty
has
been
the
them
has
Frost
B.,
Trainer
and
Clara
The train was ushered here from
PORTRAIT SCULPTURE however, the thieves were in quest of paign of William T. Jerome for re- test campaign in the history of the dinners, a ball, receptions, a military
in charge. The Arizona fair will be Chicago by W. J. Curtis, traveling pas
Buckeye state closed here Saturday,
stag
a
In the crown held at Phoenix the first week in
only money or Jewelry, as wearing ap- election as district attorney.
and
review
hunt
senger agent for the Santa Fe, from
with great uncertainty as to the outburg. The palace of
The entries of parel was found lying scattered about
New York. Nov. C.
and big purses are offered for the general office at Topeka, Kan.,
come. The chairman of the state cen- forest of Oranien
embassy has been thor- horse racing.
Spanish
the
ortralt busts and reliefs in the con- where they had been thrown after the CLEVELAND CAMPAIGN
tral committee claims the state, after
and from here to the coast It is being
ENDS WITH BIG GUNS. a conservative poll, by 83,000, while oughly renovated, and redecorated In
test for the two prizes of 1500 and pockets had been rifled, but no arti"It is quite likely," said Mr. Bar- accompanied by H. H. Moore, travelking.
the
of
honor
of
the
visit
fair,
offered for the best works of that cle was found missing, where at the
Phoenix
speaking
of
In
nett,
the
6.
Saturday the democratic poll shows that the
Cleveland, Ohio. Nov.
ing passenger agent from the Santa
kind, by J. Q. A. Ward, honorary pres- Minneapolis house a fine revolver was was practically the closing day of the latter w ill win by 30,000.
"that I will winter my horses there, as Fe coast lines' general office at Los
CAROLINA COAST FAIR
my
ident of the National Sculpture So- left undisturbed in one of the rooms, campaign and both parties arranged
track,
and
a
mile
fine
Phoenix has
Angeles.
ciety, and I. Wyman Hrutnniond, the from which rhuius had been stolen.
AND FALL FESTIVAL. horses can be kept in excellent condito close the campaign with big meet- PHILADELPHIA DEMOCRATS
The train was organized In New
treasurer, closed today. Quite a num- BUILD
spring
opening
of
guns
the
The tion for the
ings, addressed by the
at
t
Charleston, S. C, Nov. 6.
York, and the cost of a single car
SUPPORT CITY PARTY.
BIG RESERVOIR
ber of fine pieces of sculpture have
southwest
and
racing
circuits of the
from New York to the coast, is about
Philadelphia. Pa., Nov. C Repub- Carolina Fall Festival and Coast Fair
NEAR GREELEY, COLO. their command. The republicans held
been sent and will be placed on exhiMr. Barnett $'.'00.
a huge mass meeting at the Cen- lican leaders are claiming victory in opened here today in an auspicious Colorado next spring."
Colorado Springs, Colo., Nov. fi.
bition in the rooms of the National
at
but
Phoenix,
armory,
which was addressed tomorrow's election by a good ma- manner. The attendance is very large will attend the fair
tral
Sculpture Society, to be judged by a The citizens of (Jreeley having voted by C.overnor Herrick, Congressman jority.
will not go until about the first of MYAR OPERA HOUSE
The city party workers have and the fair promises to be a great December.
competent jury of sculptors. The de- to issue $Tri0,ii(K) bonds to purchase Burton, W. H. Boyd, and several other
success.
city,
poll
completed
a
claim
of
the
and
cision will be given in about five or the Bijou Pitch and the New Empire prominent, speakers. Besides that the that the ci'y will go republican by
AT EL PASO BURNED
days. The obejet of the competi- Reservoir site, preparations are being republicans
held a
not less than 3"i.oou. The democrats
tion is to stimulate portrait work, par- made for starting the work as soon
a
meeting and
number of ward are supporting the city party.
A firo broke out in the Myar opas possible, probably by the 1st of meetings.
ti" ularly in the form of relief
era house In EI Paso Saturday nigui
January.
a
arranged
for
The democrats
IMPORTANT MEASURE TO BE
at 9 o'clock, and c .uisumed one of ilia
rousing meeting in their old campaign
VOTED ON IN MARYLAND.
best blocks of that ci'y, devastating
Mistent, in which Governor Folk of
$100,0110 worth of business property.
Baltimore, Md., Nov. (j. Today besouri delivered the closing address ing the day before election, prominent
The origin of the fire is unknown.
CALEDONIAN
M.
in behalf of John
Pattison. the members of boih parties are expressThe firms which lost heavily are as
governor.
democratic candidate f ir
ing confidence in the result in Mary-laufollows: Myar opera house, Naglcy A
men," said one of the Curr, undertakers; S. D. Clifford
An amendment hi the constiThe desperate con- desperate
London, Nov.
GIFT OF ROCKEFELLER AN
Co., furniture;
M. M. Furuinire Co.;
which virtually disfranchises dition of the pour of London
was speakers.
ISSUE IN NEBRASKA. tution,
Knormous crowds of women from Denver Jewelry Co.; Max Dawedoff,
Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 6. The republic the negro, will be vo ed on.
brought to the notice of Premier Bal- all parts of London marched through manager;
P. L. Buquor, jeweler and
ans claim the state by pluralities rang - S"TRUGGUE AT LOUISVILLE
four today by a remarkable deputation the streets, headed by the deputation gunsmith; the Opera house hotel.
Judge Atboit today announced his business to warrant the expense of ing all the w ay from 2;.w
for su WL, BE interesting. of the wives and women relatives of which Balfour received at the office
All of the guests In the hotel lost
decision on the motion filed by coun- holding court. Hence no court4. will preme judge, to 32.oo0 fur regents
Ixuiisville, Ky Nov. fi. Interest in the unemployed, who did not hesitate of the local government board. The everything. The Crawford circuit, of
be
held
there
assert
their
December
before
fusionists
The
that
sel represenlng the Atchison, Topeka
tomorrow's election centers in the to tell the premier that unless some- Marseillaise was beard as the pro- Topeka. Kan., were lessees of the opThis Is perhaps era house.
chui' e of mayor for this city. Paul C. thing is speedily done to lessen their cession advanced.
& Santa Fe tail way company and the
the fiibt time it was ever heard unl!ar;h, democrat, and J. T. O'Neal, sufferings there will be bloodshed.
Colorado Fu & Iron company, in
fusloui.-t- .
have made active cam"Don't forget that hungry men are der such circumstances in London.
which these companies asked the
IMPORTANT DISCOVERY
HAVE
paigns.
court to comni the Caledonian Coal
company, whin is suing the Santa Fe
BY A FRENCH FARMER
BOTH OLD PARTIES ARE
railway and tb Colorado Fuel & Iron
IN
SURE
INDIANAPOLIS.
company for loo, 000 damages, for
Marseilles, Nov. ti.
Scientific and
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 6. Both realleged rate dicrlminatlon, to file a
agricultural circles are highly interpublicans and democrats claim to be
bill of partlculi-- s in the case.
ested in a discovery which a farmer
Dallas, Tex., Nov. 6.
The confer- - tlons, for mutual benefit and in the confident of victory in the city elecThe motion fr the bill of particuROYALLY
IS
near this city claims to have niado
of the state. The object of tion here tomorrow.
lars is allowed i part and is denied f nee of the secretaries of the various interests
and the correctness of his statements
in part. The imion is allowed as to commercial and industrial organua-- , ''he meeting is, first, to get in closer UNJTED
will be thoroughly tested at some of
STATES SYNDICATE
wUh one annther. to be able t0
the item of damites, but is overruled tions of this state, which was called U)u(.n
the experimental stations of the
WANTS CANADA RACE TRACK.
more systematically
Washington, Nov. 6. An invitation REAR ADMIRAL SANDS
advertise the
in everything els. The counsel for
According
of Agriculture.
WILL BE HOST NEXT.
This city
Montreal. Que.. Nov. 6.
both sides are no , preparing the of- by the secretaries of the Business state of Texas as a whole; to better
president to Prince Louis to
Annapolis, Md., Nov. tj.
Prince to the statement of the farmer, who
which will be Men's Club of Waco, the One Hundred facilitate the work of pushing Texa Is going to have a new race track from the
ficial criler in
and Fifty Thousand Club of Dallas, to the front, and to work In harmony by next fall, unless something unfor-see- lunch Informally at the White house, Louis of Butteuburg, the commander is responsible for the new theory,
presented to the Cmt for approval.
freely supplied with
of the British erusier squadron now watermelons,
happens. A syndicate, including
preventing legislation that would be
This famous castwas to have come the Chamber of Commerce of Beau-iihas caused the prince to shorten his visiting in this port, and the officers milk, poured arounJ their roots, will
up for bearing on Toveniber 13, but niont. the Board of Trade of Stamford detrimental to the commercial inter-ati- John F. Ryan, John Boden, Frank J.
Bryan, Jacob Holtman and W. C. visit at Mount Vernon and the Dolphin of the squadron are the guests of grow to twice their normal size. The
the Business Men's League of.ests of the state.
as a result of this iling, more time
Rear Admiral Sands, superintendent niuil first tried the experiment several
j
The hope of the promoters of the Percy of New York, and William F.
1
has been granted, an it will be heard Austin, met here today. The atteni-of the Naval Academy, for tomorrow to years ago, aud won numerous prizes at
auce was very large and nearly every movement is to get every city in the Higgs of Baltimore, has tsqulred the will return to Washington about
tome time after Iecljer 4.
with his fine
o'clock. The prince will be driven dl- - be entertained in royal style. The pro- sgicultural exhibitionsprocess
This morning the iurt discharged commercial and industrial oganlzation state that has a business organiza- necessary ground wand expects to
is aid to
The
delay. The rect to the White house. After lunch- - gram includes a thorough inspection watermelons.
with the work.. ithout
..
I..i.
not only increase the size of the melon
of the academy, a review of the
The conference was; is expected that this meeting of the
time. Court was to lye opened to represented.
a
will lake leave of the Brill
rr.n snd contests, hut to insure firm red pulp and
aih'.i'.li
day in Sandovai cjhui. i,ut was not (ailed with a view of forming a slate - secretaries will tend to bring about d'eate. partly by some horsemen of M,n. he
flavor.
ambassador and then go to Annapolis, drills, a formal reception and dinner.
this city.
held for tl.c r.aroii thav Q, re wa no organization of commercial organiza- the desired end.

Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. fi. An unprecedented series of automobile accidents occurred in Lcs Angeles during the jast twenty-fou- r
hours, in
which one person was killed, one perhaps lat ally injured and six others
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So, when these boys big, some of
them and thirteen and
fourteen
'years old go to s hool they are kept
'with the smaller children, as their
have become dull, and they
have Indulged In truancy because they
'were reldlcuied as little Iniys. The new
school will gather In those boys of
about the same age. and it Is thought
'will put an end to the truant schools.
The "under dogs" school has the
g iod wishes of every lover of his

EVENING CITIZEN

f
PeMlnhra

Daily ana Weekly

bj

tlTie Citizen Publishing Company
at Poetofrlee far tranemieeton through th
mail aa aarond tlN matter.
,

pmriital Fmi

Afternoon Oltpitchn.
City and Coenty Circulation.
The Lirgett Nrw Mexico Circu!tio.
lirgBit Northern Arljoni Circuit

Urg.it

TtRMlflr subscription:
fcaUr
hr mafl. on year In advance
mO, on month

nStr fc

peeaJr

$&.

if
lor

by ttjatl, one year

pally by Carrier, 60c per month
bjMr

Tmu VvBNmo CmiSK will be d.llverrd In th
at the low rat of 20 centa per week, or for 64

peats per month, when paid monthly.

liTirtlsIng Rites

Made Known on Application

will eon far a favor bv notlrvtnv n.
aaaaoalateiy on any
of the peper.

JM latter and remittancee aheuld he addreeeed b
IM CTON PVILIMINO COMPANY. Draft
fceeka. poaUKTlee and eapraa money orders
ee made payable to the order of tht

GETS

New York, Nov. 6. Pretty little
Minnie Kaufman Is called the cleverest girl trickster with the bicycle In
this world. The "turns" she docs at
the Hippodrome, off. on and around

automatic 183.
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PAINFUL PERIODS
1

How to Find Relief from Such

CHARGE,
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-

if.
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NEW. MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

these columns.

15c.

$100,000
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Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Money Co Loan
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and s high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Kapgoodi (no.). Brain Brokars and strictly private. Time: One
017 Chemical Building;, St. Loula
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
WANTED
are reasonable. Call and see ns beA diniiiK room
WANT El
girl at the fore borrowing.
Columbus hotel.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
VANTK1
Clean
rai7 inquire a Steamship tickets to and from all
The Citizen ofllcc.
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
highest
WANTED rhiee painters,
315 West Railroad Ave.
wages. C. A. Hudson.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WA.NTKD Hoarders in private famOpen Evenings.
ily, at 31Q West Coal avenue.
W A NTK 1)
k
at Indian School
CARDS
PRCffcSSlONAL
mess. Applv to Superintendent.
WANTED i'lam oewins; cDlldrens'
clothing a specialty. No. 13 West
Railroad avenue.
DENTISTS.
vv'A.S'lKb A second band safe,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
weighing from 500 to 700 pounds.
Dental Surgeon.
Inquire at this office,
Office closed until November 13.
No.
WIAN'TED TTnriTi'r cooking. Inquire
Edmund J. Alger, O. bTsT-3U6 Hail road avenue
of Mrs. H. S. Itodey. W2 Kent aveOffloe hour
30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
nue, corner of Kishth street.
Telephone 462. Appointments made
WANTED Ladies to bring their hair t.jr en.
mail.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
LAWYERS.
kinds done to order. 113 Iron avenue
Bernard 8. Rodey,
WAiN I'KD
Gentlemen second-hanXV .
K
Albuquerque.
clothing. No. 515 South First street, N.ATTORN
M.
attention given to all
south of viaduct. Send address and bUKlness Prompt
pertaining to tbe profession. H
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. win practice In ail courts of tne terri
tory and before tbe United State ar4
MALE HELP WANTED.
office.
WAITED Men to learn barber trade.
Ira M. Bond.
Aider's System College, Los AnATTORNET-AT-LA82 r street, N.
geles.
W,, Washington, u.
Pe alona, lands,
patents,
copyrights,
cavlata.
letter pat
SALESMtN WANTED.
ents, tralo marks, claims.
SALESMEN i;,;ei ieni ei! in any line, Y
toselltopeneral stores in New Mex ATTORNEI-AT-LA-R. W. D. Bryan.Albuquerque,
lo. An unexcelled specialty prop- N. M. Office, First jsatfnntJ Bank build- osition. Commissions, and $35.00 ins.
weekly for expenses. Thf ContiE. W. Dobson.
nental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
ATTORNET-AT-LAOffice
Crom
well block, Alhu lerque. N. M.
FOR RENJ
fuit K E NT too iiis with board! 3lS ATTORNET-AT-LAJohn H. Stlngle.
Suite !, N. T.
South Third street.
Arrnljo building. Albuquerque. N. &L
FOR KENT Pleasant rooms, with
home cooking, at the Casa" de Oro.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR KEN T Furnished rooms. TTo
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-rord- ,
t.
North Fourth street. Henry
rooms
Barnett building.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR KENT Larue, furnished room,
with board. 000 North Second
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

4-

THE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON

N.

Hi.

WM. MCINTOSH
J. C. BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

AND

t

President:

LUNA,

W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier;

W. J. Johnson AsTi.t racM.-- .
LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT

SOLOMON

A. M. BLACKWELL

CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE
RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

Offlcera and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS V."
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB

'

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

J

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

President
feCashlSr
Assistant Cashier
Director

........:..!.

KPfHSJAi
H. F. RAYNOLDS

'pres

OsS'r'"
$500,000.00
$250,000.00

T

Santa Fe Railway Company

&

The State National

Wes-terl'el-

46-4-

street.

Nice room, everything
FOR RENT
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec-ond street
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rootne;
gentlemen preferred, No. 519 West
Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit-abl- e
for man and wife. 415 North
Second street.
Board If preferred.
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping." Large and airy. Cot-ne- r
of Sixth street and Railroad
avenue.
e
brick
FOR RENT A
of nine rooms, furnished. See
A. Fleischer, the Second street real
estate agent.
FOR RENT Furnish! room; sun all
day; electric light and bath; everything new. Board if desired. 1102
North Second street.
Apartments iu Park
FOR RENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
H.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished flats
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Norris, east end of viaduct,
cor. Iron ave. and John St.
FOR KENT Newly f urnished rooms;
also one lare;e unfurnished, corner
room, suitable for olllce or other
wise.
Garcia building, Fifth and
Railroad avenue.
FUR RENT One sunny, beautifully
furnished room, with southern exposure and large alcove; also gas,
electric light and bath; In private
home. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
Young man desires posiWANTED
tion; has knowledge of book keep
ing and can use Remington type
writer: willlni: to do any kind of
work.
Address I!ox R. Citizen.
FOR SALE
AdV-o- r
FOR SAM-and a doe. Inquire at this olfire.
FOR SALE Rooming house, of 11
rooms, close In, $700,
Inquire, 215
West Rallrcad avenue.
FOR SALE Five room house, new
Highlands; $2.Se'l. Inquire at 215
West K:illroad avenue.
A lia lid i'Titife Il.trdmati
FO j t s A
piano, ia fine condition and almost
new. a' a bargain.
For partieu-ht- i
s, i :.M at this otl'ice.
two-stor-

y

D. F. MACROLLING,

Civil engineering, surveying and
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.

CAPITAL,

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.
A. L. MAHAFFEY,

resi-denc-

RAILROAD
EINI, PROPRIETOR.

M. D.

-

ing.
DAY AND

WHOLESALE

nue.

COLLINS,
Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M
REAL ESTATE.
CORBET

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

&

Civil and Mining

r

e

4T
eV

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions

ASSAYERS.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
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iliey
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tanyboly who

tai'

.M.'ll.v

ll'.illl

notice of In m
a.-- their naiural
bud eternal et.imy; heme they
the eternal
tnies of society,
nothing at its hand.-- , and
Contributing iiti'.hiiig to its welfare.
ln y

bsil--

:

s

upon society

t
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0

V

B. GILCHRIST,
Estate and Insurance.
Money to Loan.
215 West Railroad Avenue.
H.

Real

i
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Cool, Cooler, Coolest, COLD

''

0

THEN BACH FROM OGLD TO WARM
0
This will he the proMem
for all.
Lut ii s i,u
0
so dillii ;ik when you
mi v that tl'.e
0

&aUiti

LptU

Jili

i0

CO.

way is the best, clvai:--.-If you hnve le xev 1.

51.

Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

?.

aVaiaaaasasa-s-

m m

0

a

I

about it.

A. SLEYSTiZi?

om.

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
INSURANCE.
merchant tailoring elop Is up
PUBLIC.
When women are troubled with irreg- stairs ovi r No. 20'. Wst Railroad sve
ular, suppressed or painful menstrua- nue, xx hero I solicit the patronage of Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
174.
Telephone,
Automatic
tion, leueorrhcea, displacement or ul- ttu pul.Lf. All work puaranued tlrsi
ceration of the womb, that bearing-dow- n class, as I have had flfteeu years'
WILLING HELPERS
feeling, iiiUamiiiation of tlio
in ihe business.
Suits made
ovaries, backache, bloating, (or flatu- to ordc:-- Clothes cleaned, pressed and
lency), general debility, indigestion and repaired. The npecirlc I use will not
'
it
4 ' 'f i
C
a i
with Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
nervous prostration, or are
' V nr iiiBdieiiie is indeed an leal medicine
use
the
What's
of a helper if
dizziness,
symptoms
faintness,
as
such
walking
also
made
cleaned
and
skirts
yenra
I
euiTcrx.l
with
misery for
for women.
he isn't willing? Willingness is
lassitude, excitability, irritability, nerto of.!, r. (jle uia a trial.
paint ij i.Mii)'ls. hejtdaelica. Hiid lvti
un ample mamle. which will al- melancholy,
O. BAMBINI.
pitiut. I eonsiilUnl two 1ilfenut phytuenuie vousness, sleeplessness,
moot cover all the sing of serv- is
tried
one
they
A
should
remember there
friend froia
but f tilitl to (! t any rehuf.
ice.
liut a clasblfled aJvertise- n lvis.1 me to try Lydnt K. l'iim-lut- and true remedy, Lydia K. rinkhatu'a
tne
Nature Needs But Little.
ment in The Evening Citizen Is a it
I lid ao, and Vegetable Compound at once removes
4 Vegetable C'oip.mmhiiL
Na'uiv i:. l "uly a Little Early Riser
My Mridi
did before.
no longer sinter k
xxilllns hilper that Is not only if
troubles. Kef use to buy any other now a';
I'.ien (o keep the l.owtls
are icu.irul; every itehe mid pain is gone, and such
al.soultely competent, but also is
clean, i:,. liver active, and ihe yf stem
fiiHntl health u iniieU iniproveil. I medicine, for you need the best.
uiv
a willing worker. It works all
'onsii.:i-tinii- ,
Don't hesitate to write to M rs. tree I'm., l,ili, headai-hesa lvi-- . all woiie ii w ho mulcr to inke Lydia
the time for you. It is the beist sT
,
famous, little pi'U
TheCoinjiouu I."
L. I'liikhuiu's
I'iiiMi.tm if there id anything
most economical publicity in
and
;:
you
not
your
do
,.rs"
pleasant
are
in
sickness
effect
about
"l'ailv
Mrs Tillie Hart, of Luriiuore, N. D.,
S
the world.
you i and per:. tlon in action. Tiiey never
uiulert;iiii. SI10 tvlll treat
writes:
advice,
I s'rou-th-e1
it
and
Kripe
'.. ken.
I
kindness
I
her
tone
with
an
I
t
!
I
I
I
lilt
IM M
Dear Mm. rinkhain
So vvotititu rvrr regretted
the v. r aiul Klilni vs. Sold by all
"I luight have liuve b.vn spnr.l many Ireo.
One or the nrcest places In the city
month of siiit'eiiii unl uiiu hid
only writing Jut uml she lias Iielpeil
Is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railknou of the ettici' y ef l.ydia Iv t'lnkhanii tlious. mils. Address I. 1111, Man.
S'.il's. ', 'for Tlio Citizen and get road avenue. Call auj enjoy yourAik Krs. Fiiikhuiu's Xiuu A Woaao Dcit t.iJr.rsta3i!s a Kj.iua'8 Ills.
self.
the i:i'.j
1

0

J

PUTNEY

L. B.

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave

ip.

your neighbor

h

When

win never

041
0
0

and cheapest.
1;

"l any c(ke,

is ask him
ynti become a user

IT FITS EVERY FURNACE
WASTE.
NO SMOKE.
NO
NO CLINKERS.
NO MUSS.

u

The Nt w Yolk board of ediu ai.oit
is paying utien'ioii io the "iih b r dog"
in the battle of lite, it has set abarl
a school
fof the r lllrutl'UI
f childrt ti who have i:i vi r had a lair
chance; ch.blnn who have always
been ui'UM d. Shi h i.s these, always
Uranci'ts to kiielne--- . giow up with
the idet that the world is al ai::lnst
them and they si.d.- away fioni the

w

0

O0OO00OOO.eO

My

t

0
5

Standard

Automatic phone

C09 WEST
BAM
O.

0

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

Homeopathls Physician and Surgeon.
Room Za, wniting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
The
c7h. CsnnerTM. DrDC
Plumbing & Heating Co.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
President New Mexico Board of Osteot T J PAV lasuccessfully
pathy.
diseases
All
jruu
iiuu
riuings, urass ruungs and valves, Steam and
Offtlce
Barnett building
treated.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele- 0 Hot Water Heating and Gaa Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- vj 'Muiiuu lUIUra.
'
efcwaa
r t'
y
phones. Sunday by appolntmenL
0 A"t. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand. Typewriting, Eng
ESTABLISHED 1878
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw- U "OLD RFLIABLE"

riANKIN

NO.
AVENUE.

.$100,000.00
.$260,000.00

We have had a yery satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our b&nk. If you are not one of our customers, we should Ilk
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work sollcted. Automatic
'phone 724; shop 911 North Second street,
Albuquerque.

.

DEPOSITS

I

UPSTAIRS, OVER

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

1

women.

COMMERCE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $160,000.00

1

well-earne- d

OF

BANK

1

I

Veg-etabl-

-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.

)
e
Vegetuble Comiiounil sootier; fori have tried
to ninny remedi.u without b !j.
"I divudej the apprivieli of my menstrual
N. PEACH & CO.
period every month, us it mettnt so min h pain
and suffering for me. but alter 1 had used the
, TA TE
REAL
DEALERS
l'omMiu two months I tHH'iune regular and
LOST
imturiil an it'll now inTf.fi.ly well and free
"phone,
.'.35.
Office, 208!a
LOST-to
Automatic
urn
rei
in;
iuoiitiily
too'li
I
imriihle.
very
am
nil!
yiain
atiny
from
Wei-- t Gold Avenue.
and reccixt rew ar.l.
this idle
rauiui Mr wimi i.yuia i.. i iiiKimms v eo- l,,lB Lonipniiiul hits Uone lor me
li
LOST (i in metal rhati nine hac
Sueh testimony should Id ncceptoil
&
turn to Citizen oil'.e and n ee;
by all women as convincing' eviileiice
reward
FIRE INPCKANCE, REAL ESTATE,
that Lydia K. 1'ink hum's Vegetable
LOANS
Compound stands without a peer as a
MtRCHANi IAILOki.Vxj

remedy for ull the disticssltiij ills of
women.
The success of Lydia K. 1'inUliara's
Componnd rests upon the
jrrutitudo of American

4

d

:

Wbiie no woman is entirely free from
periodical MiflVring', it does not seem to
Henry Hasselberg, (.0 years old, ap- be tne plan of nature that, women
plied Picsident Roosevelt's race sui- bbould sulfer bo severely.
Menstruain the tion is a hcvere strain on a woman's
cide the ry to a novel e
Cbildren s I'oiirt this week by secur- vitality. If it is painful or irrejrular
ing the relets.' of his son from a fine something is wrotiir which hliouUl bo
He appealed set riL'bt or it will lead to a serious rl..-for throing a stone.
to the magistrate's feelings In an ir- raii(reiuout of tne whole female orjjau-- 1
resistible way by pleading thai a ism.
More than fifty thousand women
lather with so many children us be
bad. culd hardly be expected to pay have testitied iu (,'r.tteful letters to Mrs.
fines when he could scarcely provide I'iukbaiu that Lwlia K I'iukliam'e
I li
Vegetable Compound overcotuus painin with food and lodging. The magistrate asl.cd him how many children ful and irrefjular uienstruation.
It provides it. safe and suro way of eshe ha 1. " Tw cut y t hive, your honor,"
replied H.ip..ii !ln'ttr, without the slight- cape from distressing and dangerous
est hesitation. "The tine will be re- weaknesses and diseases.
The two following1 letters tell so conmitted," said tin' iiiai-'!-- i rale. "Any
tiiun with a tamily ln.e that deserves vincingly what I.yiiia K. I'iiikham'a
Vegetable Compound will do for
a km berg's
Hut
consideration."
imugiti.it ion is more oxpan.-iv- e
than women, they cannot fail to brim; ltojie
upon
Ills fan.Hy.
He iinpoM-the to thousands of sufterers.
magi.-- ) nrc
Miss Nellie Holmos of 510 N. Davi-siowitli sen iitii n unborn
.Street, llutfalo, N. V., writes:
babes, lor when he called Hie roll ul
bis lleck he could lioister only six.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
I

MINIMUM

rr

Montezuma Trust Co

'

NEWS LETTHF

m
I

e4-

Make your want
tnrougn
known

in- -

sertion.

Without danger tn your prent connect lorn w
fur every pobitiun yoa
o .ni'lfrtion
are competent
io till nt matter rher located. Oup
,
uewteiir-venow tv n inn urinft; jour Bmiuy io in
tttentlon ot hunI iret'nof employers
'ho need htuti
t.,. I l.-- l 1'r...l.l
...J
aa.rl. Mu
balenman poult ion tnyimj iruia i.OOii to 3,0uJ
year.
1
1
a
Ollicea In
cities.

NEW YORK

. -

COLUMNS

One cent per word, each

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

The following report on the distribution of fish, received from the government fish Tiatehery at I.eadville,
has been made by Game and Fish
.
.fo.Ve,ift..t
'.I''
Warden P. B. Otero:
A consignment of 110,000 trout was
received from the government hatchery at Leadville, September 29th, and
distributed as follows:
Das Vegas, Trout
Gallinas River
letiaWef
Springs, distance fourteen miles, yearCaptain Dooley' curfew law In the lings. 2,000.
"Tenderloin," teems- to be' of few
MINNIE KAUFMAN,
Das Vegas, Trout
Gallinas River
nights and full of trouble. In
Springs, distance fourteen miles, fry her wheel, makes the very eyes of her
scribing that no woman should appear 28.IMIO.
audience bulge with astonishment.
on the streets after 10: 30 o'clock, the
Santa Fe River Santa Fe, distance Sne rides on one wheel, two wheels,
captain overlooked the fact that many four miles, yearlings, 2.000.
or it would seem seem as though she
honest women are compelled to be
Santa he River Santa Fe, distance could whirl one the handle bars alone.
abroad later than that hour. This fact four miles, fry, 28,000.
j
Minnie Kaufman is an American
the Rev. Mr. Schwlningen, rector of
Glorleta, distance girl. She Is the daughter of ChampPecos River
St. Francis of A.sslsi, a church right from six to fifteen miles, yearlings, ion Kaufman, who holds the world's
In the very center of the tainted dis.000.
records, and she was born in Rochtrict, was well aware of, and so, to
Glorieta, distance ester barely IS years ago.
Pecos River
protect his parishoners, he Issued a t'rem six to fifteen miles, fry, 44,0"O. j
card cf identification to every lady
The greatest of all newspapers is
Sixty thousand fry were received
of 'his flock, certifying that she was for H. D. Windsor, and distributed in the Daily
of St. Ixulfi.
well known to him as al ady of good the main streams at. different points It has no eoual or rival In all the west.
character and righteous living, and a for fifteen miles above Glorieta.
and ought to be In the hands of every'
true and sincere worshiper in his
Sixteen thousand yearlings, deliver- reader of any dally paper. It costs,
church. Captain Dooley found it best ed October 2d at Glorieta, New Mex- by mall, postage preiaid, daily, into drop interference with such ladles, ico, by the government fish car from cluding Sunday, cue year, Jti.00; 6
after being caught several times hold- Neosha, Mo., distributed in the main months, $3.ou; 3 months, $1.50; daily
ing up church members who had as Pecos from the Valley ranch up.
without Sunday, one year, $1.00; 6
much right on the streets as Dooley
months $2.00; 3 months, $1.00; Sunor any of his officers. Then Magis CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY day edition a big newspaper and
trate Mayo discharged a bunch of
BONDS.
magazine combined', 48 to 7G pages
twenty-si- x
brought In by Dooley's
every Sunday, one year, $2.00; six
county
commissioners of the months, $1.00. A subscription to the
The
subordinates, and the curfew law was
county of Bernalillo, In the territory
t,
done for.
at these prices, is the
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the best possible newspaper Investment.
nogive
Wadiso Boroughskl, of Secaucus option given by law, hereby
Send your order today or write for
over In Jersey, not far from the Me tice that the funding bonds dated July free sample copy to Globe Printing
tropolis, was so fond of kissing his 1, 1895, Issued In two series, known Company, St. Louis, Mo. See adver"best girl that he waylaid her at every as A and B, respectively, consisting tisement of the "Twice-a-Weekissue
102 bonds of $500 each, numbered of the
opportunity.
Miss Chuakl liked him of
elsewhere in
1' to 102' both Inclusive, of series
A,
fery much, ahd doubtless also liked
this paper.
o
the kisses, until Wadiso delayed her and 139 bonds of $100 eacli, numbered
139,
1
B.
to
both Inclusive, of series
Every Ounce You Eat.
bo much that many dinners were
of
payable
option
Every ounce of food you eat that fails
at the
lmrned while Wadiso was 'bugging her which are
after to digest does a pound of harm. It
In a corner. When she found the said commissioners ten years
presenFe'd
be
thereof,
must
turns the entire meal into poison. This
dinner was too hot, her love grew the date
cold, and she haled Wadiso before for payment at the Chemical National not only deprives the blood of the necof
essary
or
York,
city
at
in
New
the
material, but it
Judge Miller. .She declared her lover bank
kissed her sometimes a hundred tlmeB the office of N. W. Harris & company. poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is
111.,
beChicago,
on
a
or
In
city
of
perfect dlgestant. It digests the food
the
a day. It would have gone hard with
Wadiso had not his lawyer proposed a fore the 15th day of November, 1905, regardless of the condition of the
cease
will
stomach. It allows that organ to rest
compromise, which
comprised an and that Interest thereon
and get strong again. Relieves the
agreement on the part of Wadiso that after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRTJNSFELD.
lelchlne-- Heart Burn, Sour Stomach,
he would never kiss her more than ten
Chairman. Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
times a day, if she would withdraw the
J. A. SUMMERS. Clerk.
etc. Sold by all druggists.
Buit and marry him.
Miss Chuski
agreed to this, and Justice Miller
drew up with dignity and Wadiso
signed with avidity an agreement that
he 'would not kiss her more than five
times in the morning and five times
In the afternoon before supper. The
s
marriage was then and there performed, but Mrs. Boroughskl did uot
agree not to ask for any more than
ten kiises a day.
Suffering.

m
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

v.fiure you of

15.

The arrest of a trained nurse for
Btealing several
thousand dollars
worth of silver from the St. Regis
Hotel has led the proprietors of several high class hotels to move for
protection. They Bay that the amount
of these 'peculations is fearful, and
constitutes a great drag upon their enterprises. It is stated that silverware
to the value of $15,(mmi Ib annually put
down to loss in this way, thousands of
towels and millions of quires of stationery being also carried away.
Charles A. Dana's noted country
place, Desoris, with its world renown
ed arboretum, has been sold to a
"Standard Oiler." Dana spent thousands of dollars yearly on this place,
and the world was searched for rare
trees, which were made to grow,
they were brought lrom other
climes, by the skill of experts in acclimatizing trees. As Danas knowledge in every line to which lie paid
attention was most thorough ami went
to the very bottom of things. liesorts
became a veritable little paiadise.

S,

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

MORiTisH

Suggestions

WANX

POPULAR

Here you'll find
what you've been
looking for.

STREAMS.

Bell

Albuquerque Evening Citizen

ALBUQUERQUE,

GAME WARDEN OTERO MAKES
REPORT ON TROUT DISTRIBUIN
TION
THE
TERRITORIAL

TIIIFHONII

OUMl

CLEVER TRICK RIDER PERFORMS
AMAZING ONES ON HER WHEEL
A VAUDEVILLE
WONDER.

Reposing under mud and water, far
from tho garish light of day. It would
'hardly seem possible that so unobtrusive a feature of the city's Twen
tieth Century life ns a tunnel, would
cause a hubbub above ground. But
no sooner had the McAdoo tunnel,
under the lordly Hudson, approached
'completion than a new trolley system
'springs up, Intended to parallel all the
extensive ramifications of the Jersey
shore through which the Public Ser
vice Corporation runs Its cars all over
'Hudson and Essex counties.
The
new enterprise has a big backing.
The Public Service Corporation is said
o have provoked the opposition by
projecting a tunnel of its own, which
will make four tunnels tinder the
great river, all finished or started
within three years, whereas an English concern worked a decade on one
without finishing It. People talk of
tunnelling the Hudson river nowadays
as though it were as easy as threading a needle.
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PAGE THREC

Dame Fortune Knocks at
Your Door and Shouts

MISS ROOSEVELT'S ENGAGEMENT TO NICHOLAS
NOW REGARDED AS A CERTAINTY

LONGWORTH

--

San Francisco Woman SaH to Have
Letter Announcing Betrothal With
Injunction to Keep It a Secirt.

Sn Francisco, Cal., Nov. fi. Since
Miss Alice Roosevelt's rptvirn from the
far past on t ho liner Siberian which
reached ibis pert Monday morning
(Oct. i;:1, i, nil; of t lie encasement beNicholas I.ong-wotttween i 'c
iir.i l he president's daughter
Mint a mere rumor Into
has
a generally accepted fact.
"Prince. i Alien. " as MisS Roosevelt
has recently been dubbed, was asked
a good many questions when the reShe
porters boarded the Si'.eria.
showed the fame cordial attitude toward the press which has always characterize d her and talked freely on all
When asked If
subject. saie one.
there was any truth in the report ofher betrothal to Longworth, pile blush-
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ing to deny the rumor specifically.
russensers on the Siberian say that
Longworth was unusually attentive to
Miss Roosevelt on the voyage from
Yokohama and that they were much
toget her. which has never been said of
"Princess Alice" and any other man.
A local society leader, who enjoys
Miss Roosevelt's confidence to a greater extent than most of her friends,
is said to have a letter from the latter saying that she and Longworth X X X X X X X -x-x
are to be married, but that no dennlte
date is set for the wedding and that
the engagement Is to be kept secret
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
for some time. Miss Roosevelt, like
people
all women, enjoys "keeping
x x x x- -x xguessing," as she herself Is said to x x x- -x
have put it, and does not Intend to
give her secret to the public before
NEW MEXICO CONTRACT
she Is quite ready.

Congressman Longworth duplicated
ed which Is a thing the self possess- her words, when questioned, and very
ed little lady seldom does In public
and replied, hurriedly, that she had quickly changed the subject, without
nothing to say.
replying, when asked If he was will

BIG

MAN-KILLI-

IN

NG

AWARDED

CHILE TRIFLING

WRITES AMBASSADOR MARTINEZ
MINISTER TO THE UNITED STATES SAYS THE PEOPLE OF SANTIAGO WERE INCENSED OVER A TAX OF $5 A HEAD ON BEEVES.
SOLDIERS WERE ABSENT, BUT THE POLICE TURNED IN AND
KILLED FIFTY AND INJURED HUNDREDS.

(Startling news in the cable dispatches a few days ago said that 50
people had hern killed and hundreds Injured in riots in Santiago de Chile.
The following exclusive article by the Chilean ambassador to the United
States explains the trouble. Editor.)

SURETY INVESTMENT
Office, 110 South Second

ill

f-"- 4

MPtpt&tk

Street.

D. K. B.

SELLERS, Manager.
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(First publication October

21,

1905.)

of a decree of the dis
of Bernalillo county, New
X Mexico, made and entered on the 20th
day of October, 1905, in a certain proi
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company, lie came to Demlng five
years ago, from Keytesville, Mo., and
is held In high esteem by his many
Deming friends.
The bride is the niece of Mrs. A. J.
Clark and J. A. Mahoney, and has
been a resident of Demlng about three
years, 'coming here from Indiana. She
Is a young lady of fine accomplishments and charming character and is
well fitted with all the graces that go
to make up a good wife.

Vegas Light and Power
The
company had three payrolls Saturday
one for the construction gang, one for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the track gang, one for the construe
tlon gang, and one for the bonding
H. E. No. 6968.
says the Optic. A targe amount
Department of the Interior, Land Of gang,
money was paid out. On next Sat
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc of
urday the company will have four
totier 31, 1905.
payrolls as the operators of the line
Notice is hereby given that the fol are
mu i'iiuie leiuiueu in I'triiiuiK )i .
paid every two weeks.
lowing
filed
named
has
notice
settler
Tuesday nluht and are now at home in V
D ... cToB.cuirv
of his Intention to make final proof ROSWELL COUNTY CLUB
the A. J. Clark residence on Silver
in support of his claim, and that said
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS avenue.
oevirkaHtt 190i
proof, will be made before the pro
Officers were elected by the Ros
Mr. and Mrs. Carskadon have a host !0
bate cleric at Albuquerque, New Mex well County club, at a recent meet- of friends In Demlng, who wish them't
BY St NOR DON JOAQUIN WALKER-MARTINElco, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan ing of
Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Pleniiotentiary for Chile.
the organization. The follow a nappy ana prosperous journey aiong
Bautlste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia ing were
W. E. Wiseley, life s pathway.
chosen:
We have labor unions, strikes and overturning of the Chilean govern- county, New Mexico,
for the SV4 president J. W. Thomas, vice presl
occasional street disturbances In our, ment, and a great number of disas- NWU. Ntt SW'4, section 28, township dent; J. A. Graham, secretary; J. S THE SANITARIUM BUILDER
country, Just as you have them In trous things.
12 north, range 7 west.
ARRIVES AT LAS VEGAS. 0
Lea, treasurer; E. A. Cahoon, Charles
They forget that In certain matters
Philadelphia,
Chicago, New York,
He names the following witnesses DeBromond. H. F. Smith, G. A. Rich
is with more than ordinary satisIt
and other cities of the United States. we are quite up to date that we, too, to prove hts continuous residence ardson, E. II. Williams and A. M. Rob faction that The Optic announces that
Hut a street fight should not be mis- have our labor unions, our labor agi- upon
and cultivation, of said land
Jas. A. Walker, the gentleman who has
taken for the beginning of a revolu- tators, our socialistic propaganda, and viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jise Gonzales ertson, directors
the contract for building the Ideal poreven our anarchistic propaganda and Bisenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto, MANY ARE INDICTED
tion.
table tent houses to bo used by the
There Is a rather unfortunate idea speakers. It is not long ago that the all of Laguna, New Mexico.
FOR LAND FRAUDS, National Fraternal sanitarium, has arorganizations
of Spain
in the United States that every time anarchistic
MANUEL R. OTERO
A dispatch
from
Roswell says rived In Las Vegas with his family
there Is in South America what here were kind enough to send us three or
Register. While no names have as yet been and will establish his home there with
of the four of their most radical preachers
would be called a breaca
made public, it Is pretty well under- a view to giving personal supervision
A Disastrous Calamity.
peace Is a start for a revolution. It of anarchy, and our police were oblihere that seven or eight indict to the erection of a large number of
It is a disastrous calamity, when stood
is much like the notion that every ged to tend them out of the country.
by the cottages for the groat Institution.
ments have been returned
touch of malaria or fever in the troll- Hut we have also the labor union; you lose your health, because Indi I'nited States grand jury, which l'B While it Is not the intentlou of the
generally in Chile it is kirown as a gestion and constipation have sapped just completed a three weeks' session nanitarliitu management to open the
ies is yellow fever.
ociety. and its nominal object is that it away. Prompt relief can be had In here, for alleged frauds in connection Montezuma intll January 1, a goodly
liie now
When the cable
They
M'.e til her clay that there
had been of a beneficiary association. They are Dr. King's New Life Pills.
with the filing on Pecos valley lands number of tents are to bo ready berioting in Santiago, with a large num- not as conservative as labor unions in build up your digestive organs, and Warrants have been issued, but none fore
the work of putthat time,
ber of people killed or injured, I have the I'nited States and are inclined to cure headache, dizziness, colic, con of them have been M ived.
ting them up is to begin just as soon
no doubt that many people rf the go into the theoretic and the social stipation. etc. Guaranteed by all drug
as Mr. Walker gets his factory
gists; 25c.
United States at once pictured an istic.
THE BOHEMIAN
COLONY PROJECT
.Max Kin biiiaii s Bohemian colony WANTS BUTMAN AND
project is moving rapidly toward
MENTS AT DEMING.
Mieee-.- i ill
Messrs. W. ('. Hutman anil Will'
N.is me t
oprepresenting!
il
gentlemen
grant)
Minis, both
Since Hi.' eiiy round
the
company;
city Ian - within the So- - tae Mm mil I. ile
KJ t bin )n t
a gul Ju-this
of New York, are in Dciuing
tjj oiiro grant thebi ) !i
Mr Ments is f
and Mr week, savs In- Craphi'
inents hae
for westnow at work pi rt'i'Ctlng tin- dUtrici
Ln
the )! tails of bis p! in. To all ap ern New Mexico, with headquarters
Iii'inin- -' needs a
to be favor in Al!niiii'-i)Hi-rfS pearances S'.corm b
VIS ed wit'n a large inen
)
ot young, live business men.
in llnnumber
A sure, rapid Recovery from disease increased
bi'l' )if its ili'MiabV
ami we wish b.th geiit'eipen could
ZI'IIS.
Strength and healthy Appetite result from
t:nd ii to their inicre.-- t to remain
OLD INDIAN FIGHTER
lu re permanent ly."
the
of
D AD AT PHOENIX
,,
N'c'Vs has
received at Silver MRS. MARGARET EARLY
)'' ill),
C'iiy, X. M
of Isaac
DIES AT SANTA FE.
c
at I'hoenix. ArU.
fxWHEUSER-BUSMr. Siggins
Margaret Early, mother of Mrs. .1.
was one iif tin- old time resident
of (' McConvery. foreman of the press!!
New Mexico.
mine to the coun- room of the Daily New .Mexisan. died
try in the '7'i's and located on a ranch at the sanitarium, Santa Ke, Saturday
on Dry ("nek, win re be engaged in morning at It o'clock, from the effects
1he cat'le business until a few years of a cancer, together with the natural
ag-when failing health compelled debility of old aj;e She was seventy-sevea.
h::it to dispose ot bi- - interests, and
years of age.
,nai-.:r.!.
1
!:. t tinsine
i:v
TRAOC MARK.
us home vi ft i: - relatives in I'hoe-iInnhi'; Indiai times, Mr. Siggin.
A NERYE FOOD
bad inany thrilling i M' 4ri .ci s.
Flesh
Rich
This
makes
Perfect
and
tonic
builds
' s
1
':l. sparkling
1
HI
OF
food acceptable
YOUNG PEOPLE
Red 001 It is a
mops
,
J.Malt
DEMING ARE MARRIED.
IS FOUND IN
to the weakest stomach.
On last Monday morning, K J. Cars
Mi-s
ac-i
K
ka
lon and
herine ('lark,
At all druggists and grocers.
J. Clark and J
companied by Mr- A.
.''d
Mahoney,
boar
the train for.
!.y
Siler City, whee Mr. Carskadon audi
:.:i
Anheuser-Busc- h
marriage by
In
Miss Clark were
Brewing
Rev. Fat In r Moi;n, says the
FOOD COFFEE.
St. Louia I . S. Ai
11) ttdlighi.
''mis
popular
prohaiii
The gioom
:.. recorder r" i
.. ale, '
I1.'-'THERE'S A REASON'
a responsible
c u y tin ai-- (
posiiion i'.h 1. l.in lauer
s
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five (5) and six
(6), of block nine (9), of the original
LAS VEGAS TEACHER
WILL VISIT TOPEKA. lownsite of Albuquerque,- - together
Miss Maggie Bucher of Las Vegas, with the Improvements thereon, conleft on No. 2 Saturday for Topeka sisting of a frame stable and other
to visit Mrs. J. E. Hurley, for a short structures used by the firm of W. L.
time. She will a'.so visit and make Trimble & company In the conduct of
a thorough study of the schools of the business Of said firm.
The sale will be made Bubject to
Chicago, Kansas City, and other cities
and return later again to engage in the approval of the said court, and
upon
confirmation of the Bale, the pur
educational work in New Mexico.
chaser will receive a good and suffiWORK ON POWER HOUSE
cient deed, and will be let into poa
PROGRESSING RAPIDLY session of the premises, which will
Work on the' Binoke stack for the be sold as a whole, and without di
Las Vegas Light and Power company's vision.
The
A. A. TRIMBLE,
plant is progressing rapidly.
building will soon be completed, as Executor of the last will and testa
occupy
company
it be
ment of Lawrence S. Trimble, dewishes to
the
ceased, and
fore the cold weather sets In. The
administrator
of the partnership assets of W. u.
furnaces and boilers have been install
Trimble & company.
ed. and It will be but a .short time
before the entire structure Is finished
HEAVY PAY ROLLS AT
LAS VEGAS

c

Lmttmr Mmt$m

!

ceeding pending In said court wherein
Wiiiiam L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
S.
will and testament of Lawrence
ad
Trimble, deceased, and
ministrator of the partnersalp assets
of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants,
numbered 6842 on the docket of said
court, the undersigned will on Wednesday, the 15thday of November,
190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m., on the premises hereinafter de
scribed, sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, the following
described real estate situate, lying
and being In the city of Albuquerque,
County of Bernalillo ai d Territory of

GARDEN
NEAR DEMING.
The Chinese garden, one mile from
The disturbance in Santiago was
the outgrowth of a meeting held to town, consisting of less than twen'y
protest against the high tariffs on acres, has netted its owner4 between
meat. There was no immediate oc ll.ooo and $,'.0iMt during the past year,
casion for such a protest as the duty says the Graphic. And there are
on cattle Is the same that It has been thousands of acres all around us that
for five or six years, namely about can be made to yield equally as well New Mexico,

ooooox
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NOTICE OF SALE.

A VALUABLE

But some people are always discon
tented, and while they are very glad
to have a duty on manufactured goods
and such things they want the duty
taken off the Argentine cattle.
The only reason why there was
temporary uneasiness over this out
break was that the soldiery were ab
sent from the city, attending the an
nual maneuvers. The city has a no
lice force of about 2,0on, and they
Bhowed themselves quite capable of
dealing with the trouble. In recog
nition of thir services I am informed
the citizens raised a fund of $100,000
to reward them.
The army maneuvers which took the
soldiers away occur every year at this
season. It Is spring In South Amer
ica and the spring months find the
regular army engaged In the large
field practice maneuvers.
The trouble mentioned in the dls
patches . was merely a local and
trifling outbreak, and my Information
is that everything is quiet and no fur
ther trouble is anticipated.

COMPANY,

OWNERS.

The secretary of the Interior has
awarded a contract to Wood, Ban
croft & Doty, of Omaha, for the con
struction and completion of the earth
embankment In connection with the
Hondo irrigation project In New Mex
ico. Their bid was $3ti,9os.
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THE EASTERN ADDITION,
$1 per week.
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Only $10 down, balance

and no mud or smoke.

Excellent drainage
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$100 to $200 per lot.

HIGHLANDS

lilian Bales la El
ACCOUNT

MEETING

Fa Tern !

AMERICAN

MINING

November .14

CONGRESS

to 18

Dates of sale November 13, 14 and 15, final limit will be November
25; If desired, an extension of return limit can be obtained by deposit of ticket with Joint agent and payment of fee of 50c, before
November 16, limit to be extended' to December 25.
Call at ticket office for further particulars.
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Two Daily Trains Each Way

0
0

VIA

El

0

Paso and Southwestern System

0
0

1,

Rock Island System
--

Between-

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest
Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Cbalr Cars and Coaches.
WIDE

Dining Cars

meals a la carte.

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE.

The shortest,

quickest and best line between

the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.
OAHNETT KINO,
Cen. AgL

0

the Great Lakes,
V. R. STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt.

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

EL PASO, TEXAS.
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SUNSHINE

uentrai itaiiivay system
ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Steamship tickets to all parta

Fast passenger and freight service.
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M.,

with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Ee, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. B. GRIM3HAW,
W. H. ANDREWS,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBEHT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
Traveling FrL and Past. Ait.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

0
0

Prediested

j

POSTUM

.

Ass'n

1

fa
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Meii-aiitil-

Alb u q u e r qu e

Foundry and

Machine Works 0

R. R. HALL, Rropriator
Iron and Braes Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron Front for
buildings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east bl of railroad track.

0

0
0

PACE FOUR.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

KYfiNING

ALlSUQ-UElfiOU-

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company

PubliKbed Dally and Weekly
W. 8. 8TRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT

Jerome's candidacy as Independent of a!l parties and
Hearst's candidacy for municipal ownership of utilities,
mark the election in New York; revolt against graft Is
the feature In Philadelphia; free raw material as against
mere tariff reform Is (the Issue In Massachusetts, an J
revolt against nosslsm Is the keynote in Ohio.
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Most young men come here for
Here Is what should have appeared this morning in
President
clothes. Many of them could not
the second fiddle department of the morning paper, but Closing que: '! r.s received by T. J.
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
orrespondent for Lodid not:
Graf
Co.
"Those who want to read the president's
great pains in havjng my young
gan & H: an. Harnett building.
proclamation for thanksgiving, need not read It In Tbe
men's clothes
That the garbage of a city of this size should he Citizen, for the Journal wlli re print It In the next few Amalgamated Copper
. f3
disposed of goes without Faying; though, really here days."
,.111
American Siu-ii4. . . .
is neither the danger nor the necessity which pertains
Atchison, ccnimon
.. 87-The young man wants all the late
to garbage In the rain belt sections. Any one who has
The Gallup Republican under new management has Atchison, pti
.M3'4
stylo kinks, and gets them all when
resided in S"ew Mexico for any length of time knows been great. y improved. It has been changed from a Baltimore a- Ohio
.Ill's
he comes "here. The longer coat,
.. 77
that even animal remains, such as dead horses, cows, five column to a six column quarto, and hereafter will Brooklyn lu.ii l Transit ..
wider collar and lapels, and the
.174'4
dogs and cats, In an ordinary season, will dry up and be published on Saturday, Instead of Thursday. Gallup Canadian Pacific
loose trousers
are some of the
Iron
. 45
disintegrate with scarcely any offensive odor; while merchants are supporting its columns quite extensively Colorado Km
features the young gentleman will
..
27
Colorado
S uth'rn, common
thpRe
by
a
vegetable refuse becomes thoroughly desiccated
want In evidence In his fall suit.
days.
Colorado Sorh'in, first ...
. (13 4
day or two's exposure to New M xlco sunshine.
Colorado Southern, second
44Vfc
of tins garbage of
Young Men's
Another fact is that throe-lifthChicago. ;r. m Western, com... 21!
$7.50 to $20.00
an ordinary family can be readily destroyed day by day
54
Double
f. & 0
Krle,
common
49
as It U produced, by burning in the family cookstove
Voung Men', jjg
Q.QQ
THE MAJESTY OF THfc
Erie, first
SI Hi
or range, without danger or offensive odor. Hut unforNashville
150
Louisville
tunately many families instead of thus disposing of their
Missouri Paiifie
LOVE OF A MOTHER
102
refuse, throw it all. with the emptied cans, into the back
young man that lias never
Metropolitan
123! The
From Bryan's Commoner.
yard or even into the alleys, in either of which places
been here for clothes will do well
a!
Mexican Cent
24
It Is unsightly If not dangerous.
New York Cintral
100! to come.
A third fact is that the removal of garbage is a
86
.orroik
Reading, common
It will not do this world a bit of harm for its men
137
profitable business. In El Paso, a few years ago, the
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANPennsylvania
142
position of garbage master or city scavenger was con- and its boys, too to be frequently reminded of the great
,
ITARY UNDERWEAR.
Rock
Island,
common
2SH4
sidered one of the very best which could be given as a debt they owe their mothers.
From the beginning to Hock Island, pfd
73
political perquisite. The larger the town the more val- the end of her own ilfe as mot nor, from the beginning to Republic
Iron & Steel, common 25'4
uable does such a concession become. New Vork city, the end of her children's lives, she is the burden bearer Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
95
by the burning of its garbage, Is enabled to generate of burden bearers, and the wonder of It all Is that in Southern Pacific
W
The Clothier and Furnisher.
enough electricity to light its municipal buildings. The her delicate construction there Is strength to carry the St. Paul
179
town of Freiburg, Germany, Itself disposes of its garb- loads.
Railway
Southern
354
93
Tennessee Coal & Iron
age. For the year 1904, the receipts of that departThe
secret
of
love
one
her
sacrifice
by
was
and
told
Texas
34
Pacific
ment of the Freiburg government, the town having a who wrote:
to
"Her
Is
first
her
ministration
for
common
infant
Union Pacilic,
132
population of about 70,000, amounted to $12,744. while
enter, as It were, the valley of the shadow of death U. S. S., rnmmon
37
the expenses of management were $H,4oO.
9
iori'4 A
win Its life at the peril of her own. How different U. S. S., 'id
and
near
It is proposed to purchase a piece of ground,
common
21
Wabash,
Albuquerque, and make of It a dumping ground for the must an affection thus founded be from all others!"
Wabash, pfd
4lii
And how different, indeed, from ad others is tne Wisconsin Central, common .... 30
city, all within the city limits to be prevented by ordimother's
premaffection
her
for
children!
pfd
Central,
garbage
61
on
leaving
Wisconsin
nance from
their
their own
93
The majesty of a mother's love is indescribable, in Western Vnion
ises, throwing it onto the premises of others, placing
common
44H
the language of another, "It shrinks not where man cow- IT. S. Leather,
it In alley ways, or dumping it upon vacant lots.
25
Copper
It seems to The Citizen that there may be doubt ers, and grows stronger where man faints; and from tbe Greene
137V(s
Reading,
common
Has the desire to some day own a CHICKERING BROS. PIANO. The
Would wastes of worldly fortune sends the radiance of its
whether this Is the preferable plan to pursue.
not the accumulation of the garbage in one place be quenchless fidelity like a star in heaven."
Son Lost Mofner,
Chickering Bros, is a finality. After you obtain such a piano there is
"Consumption runs In our family,
more detrimental to public health than Its wider distriBut it is not alone in the tragedies of life that the
my
through
I
and
mother,"
it
lost
On
dumping
through
ground
city
now?
as
a
bution
the
mother love is felt; it manifests Itself all along the line;
nothing better to be had nothing further to say. Many people perceive
would not load after load of garbage be piled upon pre- and the routine life of the mother is one continual round writes E. I!. Held, of Harmony, Me.
"For the past five years, however,
vious loads, thus preventing the penetration of air and of
that economy is truly served by securing a Cnickering Bros, in the first
of attentions great and small the great- on the slightest sign of a Cough or
sun light to the lower strata of the refuse, and thus est consequential to
child's future and the smallest Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
the
now
by
rapid
as
preventing its
destruction
the climate
place others exchange their pianos for Chickerings. We will take your
Discovery for Consumption, which
Indispensable to its present day happiness.
takes place in the small accumulations in the yards?
has saved me serious lung trouble."
ran
I fed,
"Who
to
help
me
when
old piano in exchange as part payment on a Chickering Bros. Ask us about it.
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Would not such prevention cause the mass to slowly
And would some pretty story tell.
Mr. Held, but he learned that lung'
putrify and exhale dangerous and disgusting effluvia?
Or kiss the place to make it well?
trouble must not be neglected, andlA
And would not the nearness to the city of this offensive
how to cure It. Quickest relief and!
My mother."
accumulation, rendered both more offensive and more
cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c 0
SOME FAMILIAR SCENES.
dangerous by the long continued processes of purificaand $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.!
tion, be a greater menace to the city's health? In fact,
How intimately a mother's sympathies anil sentiment
V
Trial bottle free.
would the dumping ground accomplish any good other are linked with those of the child! The boy can not enNOTICE.
than removing from view what, it must be confessed, ter his home so late at night, nor so stealthily, as to
A!l members of the aerie are earn- 206 SOUTH SECOND STREET
is altogether unsightly? And finally would not the ad- avoid his mother's notice; ami the innocent Inquiry,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
requested to attend the meeting
ditional expense, if any such there should be, find com- "Is that you. Will?" Is as familiar to the loys of today estly
Tuesday nlnht. Itusiness of Import-pensation in the greater healthfulness of having a kiln as to the boys of forty years ago. She may be In a
far ance is to come before the meeting, ;
instead of a dumping ground, and thus burning the away room
yet during the dead of night when a little and initiations are to be conferred
and
garbage as collected instead of allowing it to accumperhaps, taken a cold sneezes she can, D. J. Rankin, president.
one who
ulate and become a menace to health and, an offense to though has,mother of half
a dozen, immediately distin
the
Opened
eight and smell?
X
AND
The HaDDV
These questions present themselves to the mind ot guish the owner of the sneeze. She may be sitting in NEW ROOMING BOARDING
HOUSE
this writer, and he offers them to the consideration of the a room several rooms away from the cookery, and yet
Who takes pride in her bread and
Your patronage solicited.
Nice,
she seems able to tell instinctively just when the hand clean
city fathers.
rooms.
cake making knows the pleasure and
of a healthy boy has.. been thrust into the eookey Jar.
VIRGINIA MAESTAS.
satisfaction to be bad by the use ot
She can detect the falsehood where the father would see
523 South First street.
Empress mills flour. She knows her
noting but truth. She can recognize as correct a state
bread will be tbe whitest, sweetest,
WJlllam Pinkney Whyte, of Maryland, ment which the father might question. She knows the
most nutritious and healthful, and her
is "eighty years young," and he Is starting out at that weakness of every child, and to that extent knows Just
What makes the world go
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
age to make his fortune! At a time when most men are how much should be forgiven. She accomplishes so much- .
"
and light.
preparing for their funerals this man says "I must begin loves so much and sacrifices so much that the father, round in business ; almost tha
to lay by something for old age."
conscious of is own shortcomings, must oftentimes stand most serious work of man is
During the larger part of his life Mr. Whyte has held abashed, In
her presence,
M. BERGER
aver-age- s
public office, though he has never been much of an
One of the prettiest stories ever told relates to the business; and business
He has been successively city, solicitor, attorrather crooked. There is
ney general, mayor of Baltimore, governor and United devotion shown by a distinguished Nebraskan to the
"EMPRESS."
memory
his boys' mother. This gentleman caused to
States senator. Believing that a public office Is a public be erectedof over that mother's
no
straighter
thing in the
grave a stone upon which
trust and not a private snap, Mr. Whyte has retired from his own name as husband, and the names of his boys world than Schilling's Best;
at Offer to supply you with anything In
politics a poor man. And now this young-olman has
good woman, were Inscribed. After the
our line, at price that are fair and
gone back to the practice of the law in order, as he says, as sons of that put
your
grocer's.
stone had been
in place, he took his four boys to the
square, and we are now making
to "do somethingfor his family." Within one week he cemetery,
kneeling at that grave, directed their atargued cases in Annapolis, Boston and New York, trans- tention to and
the fact that their names had been highly XXZXXZZTXTZXXZ tXXXXXIIXXIX
acted business elsewhere, and was back at his desk as honored .by helng written on that slab of marble. Then,
g LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND
fresh as any office boy. Asked concerning his remark- paying a high and deserved tribute to
the fine character
$9
$12 Refrigerators
FEED STABLES
able vigor he says he owes It to strong will, temperance of that mother, the father said: "Boys, if any one of
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil 8toves. .. .96.75
Corner Second and Marquette.
and work.
you ever does anything to dishonor this memory, I will
$6
$8 China Tea Sets
The example of Governor Wbyte should stir the have his name chiseled from Hits stone."
25c
40c China Salad Bowls
pulses o despairing men as a bugle blast stirs to action
It would be a great benefit to all the boys of the
Decorated1 Haviland China, st 20
FURNITURE,
STOVES, RANGES,
the sleeping soldier. To never say fail is half the hat- - world If the love and devotion shown for thqm by their c
4
per cent discount.
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
WINDOW SHADES,
tle. A bold front has caused many a mortal foe to sur mothers could be ever Impressed upon them. If the boys
MM??;'
25c
75c Glass Berry Sets
ART SQUARES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,
render. Fate Itself retires in disorder from the man who, would be ever careful lest they do something that, if
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
touched upon his surface by tbe passing years, keeps known, would bring pain and sorrow to the mother heart,
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
Goods,
Sold
$3.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
within himself a fountain of youth that is undeflled. the future of the world would be secure,
65c
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
fj $1 Steam Cereal Cooker
That cult which men call the "New Thought" is in its
A BOY AND HIS SWEETHEART.
40c
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. H 60c Steam Egg Poachers
essence, simply the tremendous human will power applied
Many years ago one of the best of mothers fell
H $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
Day and Night Hack.'
directly by man to overcome the power of his surroundAlbuquerque,
New
Mexico.
ings. He who says, "I will!" to himself and tries and "asleep at the gates of light." All of her children, of
117 Gold Avenue,
Mexico
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
memory;
course,
but
was
one
revered
the
of
them
her
keeps
on
saying and trying, Is bound to win,
who
e
babe of
birth, and owing to tbe anxieties and
whether he be eighteen years of age, or eighty.'
The trouble with the average man or woman is to be excitements of the period, and the continued absence of
found in the
disposition to give up. The will the father, extraordinary affection and devotion was,
0. W. Strong's Sons
is dethroned long before eighty, sometimes before sixty, doubtless, lavished upon him.
Perhaps
mothwas
it
because
this
of
after
the
that
and even before forty. The individual thinks he has lost
FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
STRONG BLOCK.
his chance, and the scripture says "As a man thinketh er's death, and for many years, this boy never retired
JEMEZHOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
in his heart so is he." He thinks he is not good for for the night without placing at his bedBlde a chair,
much, and so thinuklug, he is not good for much. He has under the childish impression that his mother would
Carries the United States mall;
lost his grip. Let the discouraged man, project his life occupy it and watch him to sleep.
TA
When other boys would write in sand or carve on
Only line with a change of stock en
as Governor Whyte does. If he fails at forty, let him
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
plan to succeed at sixty. If at sixty he falls, let him trees the names of sweethearts dear, this lad would
The saving of time means oomfort.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
make eighty his goal. And, if like the grand old man trace with knife or stick the name of his sweetheart bis
Superintendents
Falrvlew
and
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
. The
The saving of labor meona
of Maryland, at eighty be feels that he must begin to mother's name.
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
particulars, address W. L. Trimble A
, When but a boy he chose bis sweetheart's name as
saving of money mesne cenemy. AN
"lay by something for his family,"
him go at it as If
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
MONUMENTS.
he had tweuty years to do it in. If death trips you up one to be given to his own daughter; and when in later
thee savings can beat fee attained by
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
years
life,
some
wrote
heroine,
love
he
tales
of
his
and
flushed with hope and all your p.uns upon you, let
metalling a
201
211 N. Second St., Both Phones.
Citizen want ads get the business.
like the old guard, which could die but which could good and true, bore with signal honor and renown the
Try
boyhood'B
through
one.
name
days
So,
this
he loved so well.
never surrender.
precious memory was enshrined within his heart the
purity, the devotion, the sacrifices, the sorrows of thlsl
Colonel Franz Huuing tiled at noon today at tils patient,
God loving and God serving woman was ever
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
in
well known residence
tins city, Huuing Castle. He before him, often deterring him from evil and sometimes
9
euperlor. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
was one of the most respected residents of Albuquer- inspiriug him for good.
OYSTERS,
in
any other. You are most cordially invited to examJn our new
que, tbe owner of large lauded estate, and a pioneer
"Happy he with such a mother! Faith in womanline.
closely connected with the development of tills city, kind beats with his blood, and trust in all things high
in
coining here with the California column. For several comes easy to blm." '
years he bad been afflicted with Blight's disease, which
MEMORIES THAT BLESS AND BURN.
Old etovee taken at a fslr valuation.
today caused bis death. His "castle" will bo remembered
Th re are living today many such mothers. If t tie)
by all who have ever visited Albuquerque. There is no boys could only appreciate
THE McSRAIN FURNITURE CO., 205 Gold Ave.
their loving kindness whi.e
other such' residence In New Mexico, as it was modeled tliey live, life would be sweeter to them. If those who
VPVlkE.fOOD
after the home of the Montezuums In Mexico City. now have the companionship of the boy's best friend
HW TNter loethnl I Sti'l
Albuquerque in the death of Franz Huuing, has suffered could only know all they will lose when that companionV
ratt.Mt nveTUt
jj
a great loss.
ship ends, the pathway of the mothers of the world would
today be strewn with roses.
The second fiddle says that when you really print
The regrets for thoughtless acts ami indifference to
the news you don't need to go Into laborious and com- admonitions now felt and expressed by many living sons
plicated arguments to let the people know." Certainly of dead mothers will, in time, be felt and expressed by
not; nor do you have to lie about It. either. When the the living sons of living mothers. Itio boys of today who
fellow who U publishing news twelve hours after his do not understand the value of the mother's companioncompetitor has given it to tbe public, undertakes bra- ship will yet sing with those who already know this
zenly to deny the fact. It may lie well enough occas- song of tribute and regret:
ionally by a few figures to show how absolutely out of
"The hours I spent with thee, dear hart.
harmony with truth bis second Add o screechings are.
Are as a string of pearls to me
I count them over, every one apart,
are.
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
My rosary.
Tbe Morning Journal says editorially that "after
he iDe.tgitte Andrews) had m cured his nomination last
Kach hour a peari, each pearl a prayer,
year by the lavish e of 1'eiiiinyU aula money," etc.
To still a heart in absence wrung;
No w.iter,
no
preaervatives;
Water, preservatives, Ice and
Now, as the Journal was tine of the strongest InstruI tell each bead unto the end, and there
oysi.T4 in a sealed, white,
oysters all together Into a stale
ments In securing the nomination t,l Senator Andrews,
A cross is hung.
:, i case; ice outride.
it must be concluded that in llie foregoing the Journal
wooden tuh.
Finest Vilhkljj
is speaking by the hook. However, it is r.tilier uncom() memories that bless and burn!
mon for a paper, umK r such cireuiustani e.i, to come
(), mighty gain and bitter loss!
Wiass.Ertn.Iss.Et:.
I Kiss oneh
out so candidly.
beud and sirr. awlust to barn
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
To kiss the cross,
The t lectin tomorrow attracts special attention,
Sweetheart,
SAMPLX AND
because of Its wide reaching Influences, only in New
To kiss the crut.s."
RftifroaJ
CLUB ROOMS
120
West
nnd Ohio.
York City, ,rl.!!a'V!r&l. MjRsobtietts
KICUAKD L. MBTCAUT5.

Business Manager
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MEANS MORE SHOWS

PERFECTO'S WARNING

in Albu-

Many

OVERCOATS
for Men and Boys

End Came at Family Home This Morning After
Lingering IllnessBody Will be

Blow to El Paso, Boom

to Duke City.

Years.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

PIONEER, CLAIMED BY DEATH

Burning of Myar Theatre,

querque First Time' in

Cremated.
IT

IS

AN

MACK SAYS ELKV BEATS THEM ALL

ULTIMATUM?

Yesterday was a poor day
querque for tlie man with a burning
thirst. He could get nothing to alle
viate the fire in his throat or to warm
his chilling bones, although the day
was one of those bleak, damp days,
with the wind in the north Just the
kind when one needs a little artificial cheer.
of Sheriff Armijo'a
As a result
ere closed up.
warning, the saloons
front, rear and side, from Sunday
morning until 12 o'clock Sunday nlglit.
medicine for the man
It was hard
who likes his "mornin's mornln'," his
"noon's noon," and a "night cap," but
Perfecto said take It, and all of Albuquerque did, without a single exception, as far as the authorities could

if.

In Albu-

or,

.!,

111

.v,..

i,i..

PAOC FIVE.

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

FRANZ I1UNING, DISTINGUISHED

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

HAD DESIRED EFFECT
Lid Was on Tight

v

V.i

as a
is dead. The end in a mercantile establishment
iiv rmiMuvMii m..,,,,,,,
....ii
hniiiiertni.. s oldest
took a position in t large mercantile
and most prominent pioneers at 11:4". esiahll-hmeremaining for
there
Kranz Huuing

,...,., to

i,,i

pood, is a threadbare maxim that usn- any makes goon, l ne miming oi uie
Mvar onerft hnnso in Ft Pnsn Satur
day nlcht tnsv nrove nf Inestimable

nnp nf

LATEST STYLES IN SINGLE BREASTED, FLY FRONT
OVERCOATS,
BREASTED
BELT
SINGLE
AUTOMOBILE
BLE BREASTED ULSTERS AND NEW
COATS, AT THE LOW PRICE OF

A

.,.,,.,. ,his mirnin. at Castle

Hun- - abcut a year.
family
the
Tirinu of the arduous dii'i.i of a
Albuquerque,
'
vniue to the Elks' Lease Holding com- - home, alter a lingering illness exiend- clerk. Mr. Huning accompanied a mil-- j
a iv expedition io urnn vnvtia, in
mittee. It may be the means of lng over several years. The direct
la gul l, said to
cf $ 'U.imo.i
bringing to the Elks' opera house a rclsy ()f hu (1(ath .Ra a complication
beep
ci nuii ics behave
buried
there
large
.,.,, ...inumber of goodl shows which, of diseases, due to old age, .ne being fore by the Jesuit fathers. This
quest
treasure proved
This is the opinion of C. Mack, man- 78 years old en the 2tith of October fruilltssforandhidden
he returned to did
ager of the Ethel Tucker Stock com- last".
Mr. Huning realized that qtierqne. In ixr.n Mr. Huning opened
pany, which begins a week's engageand the a general merchandise store in the old
ment at the Elks' opera house to the end was not far distant,
members of his family, town and continued the enterprise sue
night. Mr. Mack says that the burn-- , Immediate
his son. Arno, cessfully for the long period of thlrty-wh- o
lng of the Myar opera house will; with the exception of
is now on his way to this city, four years, disposing of his Interests
make such a break in the southern cir-- '
away, In- - In the same In 1SS!t. After the found- cult that very few shows can weather, were present when he passed
it. In going from the east to the coast,
the majority of the shows count on
stopping at San Antonio and El Paso,
find.
r.
Every back door was found barred, Tucson, Phoenix and San llernardino.
Tuc-- j
both at trie down town saloons and at 'I he Jump from SananyAntonio to niat-- t
show, no
Is too long for
the suburban native dispensaries. The son
,
coast-- !
i ::,
I'i
doors to the White Elephant were ter how large, and naturally, south-A x
will
cancel
their
shows
bound
.
.via
man
A
thirsty
impregnable.
found
routes
turned away, after, trying the side ern dates, and take northernIt stands
door, which he entered last Sunday a that are more desirable, and
week, with a look of disappointment to reason that the Santa Ke Is due to.
upon his countenance, and looked long- get some of them.
The Myar opera house held dates j
ingly at Zeiger's cafe across the street.
Then he ambled in that direction. The forIn many good shows.
speaking of opera homes over
front door was closed and the side
ccrntry, and especially the southdoor was fastened', and then an ex- the
the Elks'
pression of hope spread over his face, west, iIr. Mack says thatopra
house'
ell. The Myar
as he remembered that there was an be.tts them
but
opening from Goetz's restaurant In was a very comfortable old affair,
was Inadequate to both stage and
the rear Into the saloon. In which Itseating
Mr. Mack went to
there were swinging doors that could Santa Fecapacity.
with the Intention of maknot be fastened. Imagine his delight
but when he
when these swing doors gave way to ing a week's r'and there,
over the Santa Fe opera house
his pressure. But once on the inside, looked
charged his mind. He said that
he found to his great disappointment, he
when Mr, Pettlebach, the manager,
r i
r
that the man behind, wivn the white showed
Ii
"mm ftUI ,aintc.,...il.t. ..
him the place, he thought that
iacket and apron, was absent, and
.
,
.hh'..-upon close Investigation it was found the Ancient City opera house man was
..t.
ii
,(i,wi iitut
"''
4.t
but - when he was Informed
' "
that the Ire boxes wore sunaay nee Joking,
'mil'
tmm.
in"
mi
was
really
It
was
no
the
it
mi
Joke
that
padlocks.
ties in the shape of
looking at,
A prominent attorney met a Citi- play house that he was
he took the next train back to AlbuCASTLE HUNING THE DECEASED STANDING AT THE GATE.
zen reporter on FirBt street, and querque,
leaving no paper to garnish
wanted to know if there was "anything
doing?" The reporter shook his head. the bill boards of the Ancient.
eluding Dr. James II. Wroth, the fam-- ! lng of the new town he also conducted
ily physician.
He had been rapidly a merchandise establishment here,
A man from Santa Fe said. "I never
saw the like," and a man from las CAUGHT IN ACT OF
failing for several months and death
In connection with the Inception of
Vegas said, "How's your drug stores?"
was not unexpected.
the city of Albuquerque he played a
elderly gentleman,
A thinly clad,
FRISKING DRUNK MAN
Mr. Huning leaves a very large
iniMrlant pari, purchasing all
tate, valued at between $201MM) and of the land for the town site, together
with a far away look in his eye, stepof
one
of
represented
3(iO,oMi. Most of this is
ped up to the soda fountain
with Messrs. Stover and Haz.edine.
Albuquerque's several corner drug POLICE LAND TWO MEN IN JAIL, by large real estate holdings In His liberality and earnest desire to
.
SERIpor-hlgu
TO
a
me
MUST
ANSWER
WHO
stores, and said, "Give
further the development of the town
the city of Albuquerque, wlille a
ball."
OUS CHARGE THIS EVENING IN tion Is life insurance, he carrying sev- - are shown in the generous oequests
an
comgot
removing
busy,
The clerk
he made for public and
eral large policies In old line
POLICE COURT.
Imaginary speck from a highly polpurposes. He was one of the men who
panics, which policies had matured.
ished glass.
The arrangements for the funeral gave to the Santa Fe railway
trick of spiriting away
The
"I'd like a high ball," shouted the
the ground for its station
been made and will be
money,
a
of
roll
a
man
with
drunken
would-b- e
Instruc-- ' building, he contributed land for school
customer.
according
to
out
the
lowed
In this
"We're serving hot chocolate and and robbing him, was aworked
made In the will of the deceased. houses and other public purposes and
stranger. The tions
Ice cream today," replied the clerk. city Saturday night onwas
This provides that the body lie cre- sold many of the lots upon which
alley
In
operations
scene
the
of
chocyou
some
of the hot
like
"Would
mated, "and It will be taken to Dencity now stands.
at the rear of Bachechl's saloon on. ver on train No. 2 tomorrow for that theOne of the most important acquisiolate?"
giving
men
two
street,
and
First
In
look
purpose. The body will lie In state tions Mr. Huning ever gave the city
The man with the
James
his eye, lit a cigar and gazed thought- tnelr names as James King and
Castle Huning, where friends can was an extensive flouring mill which
at
Brown, are confined In the city Jail, view the remains, between the hours was erectpit
In 1864.
fully out of the window.
The mill flour
charged
crime.
with
the
a
good
did
,
The hot coffee stands
o'clock .tomorrow morning, ished for many years and'its'producU J
the- - of
robbed
they
deny
men'
that
The
business,
funeral servlc!e will be were sold all over the souinwest. aev
alleges that he lost and
held, after which it will be escorted to eral years ago the mill, was destroyed
It Knocked Sunday Business in Old stranger,au. who
nowever,
aamu,
mey
inav
anout
preparatory to being taken by lire and was never rebuilt. ' In 1883
Town.
they were drinking with him during the station
The iid was on tight in old town, the evening. The evidence is strong to Denver. Attorney H. B. Ferguson the deceased erected a palaial resiand Otto DIeckmaun will accompany dence which is located on the electric
too. During the open season, Sunday against
them, as when they were In
is the best day of all the week for the the act of "frisking" their victim, the remains to Denver as representa- line to old town, and is. known as
Their resorts they happened to step In front of a tives of the family. They will be met Castle Huning. The estate comprises
old town jolntlsts.
have proven very popular places for rear window of the saloon, and the there by Arno Huning, the only son 130 acres of ground, being Improved
and Is one of the most beautiful dethe unsophisticated young men of light streaming out of the window of the deceased.
The pallbearers will be as follows: mesnes in the territory.
the city, who do not care for the bet- made it possible for several men- - In
The marriage of Mr. Huning was
ter regulated places. The Sunnyside the saloon to get a good view of the Colonel Perfecto Armijo, F. H. Kent,
piano played no tune yesterday, the proceedings. These witnesses Inform- Jacob Korber, A. A. Trimble, B. Ruppe celebrated In 1863, when he was united
to Miss Ernestine Franke, a native of
first Sunday for many years, and the ed the police what had taken place, and W. T, McCreight.
j
bowling alley was also quiet. The and
the province of Saxony, Germany.
King and Brown folof
arrest
the
,
Biographical Sketch.
They became the parents ot four
Porto Rico was tight, and there was lowed,
Franz Huuing was a native of
children, ot whom two are living at
nothing doing at the Casino, although
having been born in Hanover, the present time, namely: Clara, the
the week previous, when the front
on the 20th day of October, 1827. He wife of Attorney H. B. Fergusson, of
door ban was put on, these places did SUNDAY CLOSING KNOCKS
received his educational discipline In this city, and Arno, an accomplished
a good business.
BUSINESS
POLICE COURT
the Fatherland, and later gained a val- electrical and mechanical engineer,
The Barelas Joints were also closed,
uable experience . in merchandising. residing in Philadelphia, Pa. xie la
and as a result of the terminal points
1. t
,lA1..n.
11
.J. ...I...
on the street cars being dry, the cars
also survived by his wife.
iTj a?J1v
new
in
yyUj
the
fortune
seek
his
to
mined
Mr. Huning always gave his closest
did a slim business yesterday.
WAS worl(1
THWMORmNG WmCH
and bltldinK fareWe" t0 hme attention to his business enterprises,
Sheriff Armljo's warning had the
Up-IaU(1 frU'nds he canle t0 America.
labored without ceasing and was ecodesired effect the first day, but how
AN uZuluAL OCCURRENCE.
fae went tQ ,f
Ma
long Is it to last? Mr. Armijo said
nomical in his habits and business
nothing in his dictum' of Saturday,
methods.
He was always a leading
From past records, the heaviest Mo., where he secured a clerical
factor in all pillillc enterprises of
whether his orders were an ultimatum
on the police court was al- - Hon in a mercantile establishment,
or whether they meant Just a Tem- most invariably on Monday morning, remaining thus employed for a period the city of Albuquerque, ever held Its
porary ban, to last until after the fight being an accumulailon of the Saturday of seven months.
welfare closely at heart and was
This was In the year 1849, which known and honored as one of Its
for the sheriff's office is ended.
and Sunday night Jags. This morn-- !
A
like to know lng for the first time in many months, marked the period of the great gold sterling and representative men.
The public would
which It is, and It Is presumed that Judge Crawford opened court to an excitement In California and contract-empt- fact worthy of incidental note is that
the saloon keepers would like to know,
house that is. there was not a lng the "fever," he Btarted west. Mr. he was a member of the company
too.
victim confined in the city bastile Huning drove six yoke of oxen and which aided In building the first
c harged
Fruit for Locksmiths.
with engaging in a carousal was compelled to walk the greater bridge across the Kio Grande at this
portion of the distance traversed. point. He aiso aided in the buUding
The beginning of the Sunday clos- en Sunday.
The cause of this unusual state of When the party reached New Mexico of the Albuquerque street railway sysing reign of Sheriff Armijo, with orders from the court, furnished a rush affairs was of course on account of winter had set In and they cou-- not tem and In securing the gas works.
of business for the locksmiths and Sheriff Armijo's sweeping order that no with safety proceed further. After Although during the past few years of
of the city. liquor should be sold on Sunday In spending a few months In Santa Fe, his life he had not. been actively encombination experts
There were many safes in the city Bernalillo county. Although yester- during which time he was employed gaged in business he will be missed.
whose combinations had not been turn- day was the first day that the "lid"
ed In years, ami there were doors at has been on tight in Albuquerque, the
many of the saloons of the city that good results could be no more plainly
had not been closed in years, night or evidenced than they were in police
court this morning.
day.
Albuquerque is rapidly falling In
The proprietors of these safes had
lost their combinations and had to line with the leading cities of the
have new ones, and locks had to be country, when the saloons are made
placed upon those swing doors. One to observe the Sunday law. AccordFirst street saloon had to have a set ing to the leading district attorneys of
and Friends
of kevs ninile fur Its doors, and an the United States, the result of SunThree-fourth- s
to
place,
day
had
closing
manifold.
avenue
are
Railroad
other,
of the police court business of
have both lin ks anil keys.
We have entered into a contract with Mr. George W.
many
of
locks
these
large
is from the Saturthe country at
Kevs turned in
agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, InHickox,
closing
day
drunk,
who
Siinilav
period
nieht
of
and
last night when the
cluding
week,
stock, fixtures, and good will,' January 1, l!Hli.
paw
few
of
of
some
the saloons draws his
the
the lust
expired, but
and then proceeds to "blow" it before v
did not open until this morning.
One strong feature of our agreement with Mr. Hickox is
Monday. The result is that he Is rmi x
that we promise to reduce our very large ami complete
in for drunkenness, ami tails to show
MEXICO
NEW
CAME TO
up lu- work
morning, and a.
Monday
stock to the lowest possible point
that date and
job, or he spends all of his V
loses
his
with this end in view, we will In gin, Saturday, November
AGO
YEARS
FIFTY
a.
are
children
waxes and his wife and
a SPECIAL CLOSING OUT SALE to continue until
he sufferers.
That the enforcement of the Sunday A
leceinber 31, at which time we positively retire from the
MRS. MARGARET CLIFFORD DIES
a resiil, arc
law
SUDDENLY AT HOVE OF HER very and the benefits as
Jewelry Business, 'having arranged to go Into the man:reat,
is therefore evident.
ATSON, AS THE RESULT OF AN
ufacturing lumber business in British Columbia.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
TACK OF HEART FAILURE.
Our business in Albuquerque has increased steadily
counRegular
city
year
the
of
by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
meeting
Albuquerque has lost one of its cil tonight.
j
two months, to cut out the big end of our profits
next
oldest pioneers, by the death of Mrs.
Harris left this morning for
Margaret Clifford, mother of Oakey herMrs.
give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
to
and
a
home at Sun Francisco, after
Clifford, proprietor of the Highland pleasant
sisher
in
visit
with
the
city
High
Grade Goods, as has never been offered in
Fine,
livery stable, whose death occurred ter. Mrs. Joseph llibo.
city.
our
on Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Clifford
Probate court was in session today
was In her 72d year, and the direct
We invite you to make your selections now and avoid
the court bouse, ami much routine
cause of her sudden demise was an at- at
has accumulated since
that
business
the
rush of the December trade. We have ample vault- tack of heart failure.
tile last session was transacted.
The deceased came to New Mexico
room
a
and will gladly lay aside' the goods you select, until
reCounty Superintendent
troup
at Santa Fe, where ceived
in ISjI,
Isaof
MUs
you
V
word
ready
the
them.
of
for
ueath
are
she veil fur many years. For some bella M illij: a n which occurred
r
We have been in the Jewelry ltuslno-- s 20 years, and
time past she has made her home with
pa. Miss Milli-pa2.1, at Pittsburg,
her son in this city. Besides this,
never yet advertised a fake sale. In this sale we
have
will be remembered as a teacher
sbe leaves a sun. William Clifford, at in the Albuquerque
high
durschool
Diamond-- ,
and Fine
you rare bargains
In
will
offer
Demlng; Mrs. I.. C. Ward well, of this ing the
1S!HD9.
jears
.
V
city, and Mrs. Nichols, of San
Watches. Every sale will be backed by my personal
CAR OF KANSAS WHITE OATS,
A
assured.
guarantee.
Mai! orders solicited and sat
The funeral was held yesterday
QUALITY No. 1, THE THIRD CAR
family
SJ5
home.
from the
RECEIVED WITHIN SIXTY DAYS.
East Carroll avenue, and was attend- E. W. FEE, C20 SOUTH SECOND
NEW MEXICO'S
of
friends of the STREET. BOTH 'PHONES.
ed by a laree number
X?
LEADING JEWELER A
A.
had
Borders
deceased. Undertaker
in
Barwas
Sunta
charge, and burial
WANTED A boy to carry newspapers on route. O. A. MaUon At Co.
bara cemetery.
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Men's Automobile Overcoats,
Fly Front; cut very full and

y

made
extra

of Fancy Cheviot, Single Breasted,
long, priced at,

12.
Sec Window Display
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Automobile Overcoats, made of Fancy Cheviot and Plain Vicuna, extra heavy, Single Breasted, Fly Front, extra good lining,
'
priced at,
Men'

m
muh

14.00,

Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Lmoletmn J
'

0

0

ALL HOME
COOKING
Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
every Saturday.
401
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

The Southwestern

Albert Faber,
Electric

305 Railroad Avenw

f

& Construction Co., Inc..
Electrical
; .
Engineers and
Contractors,
Electric.
Ilghtlnft
power and pump- lng plants, dyvar
motors
and
tn mos,
O electrical
supplleau
C House wiring. Au-- 2
thorlzed agents for
Crocker, Wheeler m.
Co. Agents for th
fo General
Electric Co.
O Induction
motors.
2 largest stock of
0 electrical fixtures tm
o the southwest. Ar
members of the Nav
ft, tlonal
Electrical
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i net) a Dies
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For You

Any Old Kind

o

Our prices are the lowest.

Woman's Exchange

Coronado

o

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0

i

o

And also a full line of

N. M.

Automatic Phone, 199.

f

o

Cttttams, Portieres and Draperies

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

Contractors'

m

asso-- H

We gtv
tickets for the piano contest.
Auto, 'phone, 455.

elation.

'

Easy Terms
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Porterfield Company
1IOW. Gold Ave.

oooooooooo 000000000
An Open Letter

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18, N.

T. Armijo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior service?

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk seta; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

ELKS' THEATRE

rates.

To Our Patrons

WEEK OF

NOVEMBER

6th

Ethel Tucker

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladden

your heart and warm your bouse when
it's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOK!

Stock Co

American Clock Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Cenillos l,ump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.

,

u

r.

WOOD1

"The Embezzler."
Factory Wood, $3 full load. Green
Tuesday "Carmen."
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Wednesday "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Eureka White Lime.
Hyde."
HAHN S COAL YARD,
Thursday "Thelma."
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Friday "Sapho."
Saturday
Matinee "Foxy Grandpa."
Saturday Night "Across the
Monday

j

Many a Loaf of Bread

Has been Hpoiled because ilie good housewife cUm't know how to make
good bread. .Many a valuable prescription has been ruined because
the one ciiiiiMiiindiiig It didn't know bow.
EVERY ONE compounding medicine in tills store knows his business,
or he wouldn't be allowed to compound medicine here.

Special vaudeville features between
every act.

Frae

Ladies

11

c!o-lie-

Oe000OtK0000 oiotoooototototo

0

the Fall
jison, new de-- C

0
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and Winter
signs In
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0
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Bottled In Bond.
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THE CELEBRATED

c

corn-hav-

i

-

Selz Shoes for Men and Boys

'

old-tim- e

.S-

Young Men and Boy's Overcoats in all Styles and Prices

'i,'..:.

semi-publi-

S.l-Wllti'M-

Sec Window Display

;

Monday

Night

ORIGGS
B. M.Props.
Alvarado

Providing their tickets are reserved at
Matson's before 6 p. in.
Children
Balcony

Parquet

First St. and Gold Ave.

CO.

Both Phonea.

15c

and Drets Circle

Boxes

25c
35c
50c

0
0

ant to enjoy yourself, save
up your dimes and attend the Hed .
annual La on Thursday u glil.iv
If you

A.

Pharmacy.

w

1

Mf-n'-

November

9.

Auto rhone,

316.

f. UJ t U

Cell phone, 115.

L.IX Zt

Black or White Hearse,

Residence

Auto

phone, No.

'29. 0

runersi Director ana c momimer

q

Commercial Club Building,
CITT UNDEKTAKER.

Q

5.00.

t
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ticlpated. Our line, for instance, ordered fi.uiiii new freight cars for this
fall, but we have had to order 2,ro)
additional cars.
"The insurance and high finance
8
scandals In New York, far from having a depressing effect on the Investment world, seem to be resulting In a
Harvey!
Auditor JI. McCreary. of the
ctii' of tlirm from San l!ernnnllno to hialthy, clarifying process, with the
Msiem, whs an Albuquerque visitor that city, savin? tliat it rode like a result that the perspective of morals
Mindny.
Pulll'inn rar. They nre capable of
In finance will be better understood.
Fpri'd of seventy miles an hour, wilh
Traveling Pnsrncer Aucnt H. 11. a heavy train.
CLL'B HOUSE FOR EMPLOYES
Moore (if i:ic Snntn Ke, with headquarter in I.os AntiU.s, was in the ci; y
.Indue Henry I.. Waldo, solicitor of
yesterday.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC WILL BUILD
Die Santa Ke railway for New Mex'
A FINE ONE AT TUCSON.
tco, lias pone to Kansas City for a
Frank plbnt, assistant treasurer of, short visil. and will n turn to New
Scut tu rn Pacific employes are to
the Santa Ke ('( nfrnl railway, was In1 Mexico in a week or ten days to lip
the city from Saula Fe yesterday, at-- present at the hearing of the ease of have a club house at Tucson, which
cost between fT.miu and fx.oun.
tending to olllciril liuslnes.
jthc Caledonia Coal company vs. The- will
stated
Atchlsen. TopcKa A Santa Ke Rail- Superintendent MeGovetn has
Jesse M I1U r. conductor on the Santa way rompany, which will hp on hear- - that the Soul hern Pacific w ould furbuild
the bouse,
J e Pacific, out of this
city, acrom-- inu helore .Indie Ira A. Abbott at the nish the funds to
it expects will soon be
panied by Mrs. Miller, has tone to district court in this eity about t he whlT-',Mexico for an extended trip.
middle of the month.
It will be built near the Tucson depot, will be two stories In height and
Superintendent James Kuril, of the CHANGE3 IN THE
have billiard and pool tables and
Rio Grande division. sn nt vesterday
MECHANICAL
DEPARTMENT. willcirculating
a
library on the first floor.
in the city and returned to his headasA dispatch
Angeles
from I.os
Moor will be devoted
to
The
second
quarters at San Marcial last nii;ht.
a
nouncos
few changes in the mechan- lounging rooms.
department of the Santa Ke. Hu
ical
At the I.os Antilles office of the go Schaefer,
division round house
Texas Pacific railway u. it ice has been foreman at. I.os Angeles, was appoint
ITRLEY TRIES POLLYWOG
issued of the raising of the quaran- ed general foreman at Raton, his
tine at all points on that line In Lou- place being taken nt I.os Angeles
TAKES THE TRIP THAT MAKES
isiana.
by C. C. Shepnrdson of National City.
LEAVENWORTHIANS SHUDDER.
while M. II. MeHiish, division foreOne of the new features of conven- man at HaUersfleld. was made foreman
",f. E. Hurley, general manager of
ience on the fine truing of the Penn- - at National City, the vncanry at lia- - the Santa Ke, made a trip over the
ylvanla railroad Is the Introduction
being filled by the promotion Polly wog last week.'' says the Leavenof a service for pressing clothes ilur-in- yf Assistant Foreman W. S. (irandy worth Times. "He may have enjoyed
the nifilit bv the porter.
It. Tastes are uncertain, and various.
LA VETA PASS FIREMAN
But there is one thing about Mr. HurWith George W. Cook as president
STRANGELY DISAPPEARS. ley, he is a man witj a great deal of
of the Denver Business Men's league,
courage,
Perhaps ne Is a Kxrt by the
J. Itraun. a fireman employed on the
they will fight the rebate evil and entest of being 'willing to go against
&
Rio
railroad.
Grande
Denver
deavor to secure more favorable rates
disappeared Saturday morn anything once.' It is not recalled that
for Denver and the state of Colorado. strangely
ing, says the New Mexican. He was any of the other officials of the Santa
Fe ever made a trip over the whole
The Frisco system is building a six- called to take a special freight train
Jerry Black
from course of the Pollywog.
teen stall round house at Chaffee, Mo., out of l.a Veta. While walking where
used to ride sometimes from H lliday
about fifteen miles south
of Cape his house to the round house
waiting, he vanished. to Leavenworth, but never the reGirardeau, and arrangements are be his engine was
many
tramps In the city mainder of the distance. Perhaps Mr.,
As
are
there
ing made to erect new shops at the
it is feared that Ftraun met with foul Hurley made some observations durformer .point.
play. The officials of the road think ing his jaunt (Jaunt meaning either a
he tried to make some of the ho pleasure trip or to tie jolted) that will
that
The Rock Island machine shops at
in some improvements on the
Chickasha, I. T which were closed boes get out of the train and that they result
searching party has Pollywog. We shall have sonic conthe latter part
month on ac- aitacked him. Alook
jectures as to that. But. anyway, Hurfor the man.
being ex- been formed to
count of appropriations
ley knows now Just what the Pollyhausted, were reopened last Friday,
wog Is; and that's something."
GIRL
A
HARVEY
HOUSE
with a full force of men.
WAS THE CAUSE.
WILL UE "SYSTEM" NO MORE
P. J. Chase, the well known Santa
Mrs. C. E. Bottsford. wife of a
former Santa Fe agent at I.as Vegas. Fe passenger conductor, has ibeen re
passed through the city on one of the instated, and left this morning on his ROCK ISLAND DECIDES
TO REdelayed trains the other dav, on her "Id run on passenger train No. 8, for
MOVE
WORD
FROM
TRADE
way to California.
The Bottsfords Needles, says the San Bernardino MARK.
;
Cha.dex. It will be remembered that
live In Milwaukee.
was suspended for the alleged rons
The word "system,- ns applied to the
Rock Island trade mark is to disapGrand Secretary W. S. Carter, of the that he carried .a Harvey house
to
charge
pear
from Needles
everything belonging to
of Locomotive Firemen,! ress free of
the road. The Frisco started the Inwas paid $30,470.83, principal and In- I.os Angeles. A conductor on the
same
novation and the Rock Island has
by a suretv company for loss zona division was let out at the
that every ear, every bit of
when time for the alleged reason that he
sustained by the 'brotherhood
to
rolling stock, every piece of printed
the Peoria National bank closed Its carried the girl from Williams
witn
Needles, and there "fixed it"
matter, and in fact, everything relatdoors.
Conductor Chase to carry the girl to ing to the road bear only the words
Angeles.
The Arizona conductor "Rock Island."
A Southern Pacific
freight train
'I ins move on the part of the railwas wrecked near Langtry, Tex., and wished to take all the blame for the
Brakeman S. O. White was killed. R.I occurrence at the time the affair was roads, it is understood, is caused by
!
legal opinion. When the question of
D. Adams, a bridgeman, sustained ln-- l investigated.
railway ownership came up in certain
juries from which he will die, and
cases witnesses would be asked If
George Grimslnger was seriously hurt. RUSHING EMPTY COACHES
'
they were employed, say, by the Fris
The locomotive and fifteen cars are a
back to notcmiuauu.
yet
dry co system. If the answer was a deCoaches with the paint
total wreck.
on them, and coaches that look as if nial, the object being to show consol
releThe Santa Fe oil fields of Califor- - they should long ago have been
idation of the lines, the witness would
nia are reiiortins a steadily IncreasJ gated to the home for the sick and be asked why the. word "system" ap-Callpeared on the cards and letter heads.
ing production, due to the bringing in wounded, are coming back from
It is explained that the move is not
of several new wells. The October! fornia, alter naving delivered the
of the Ollnda field was 63,-- Rest number of passengers in coast designed to cover anything, but
241 barrels, while that of the Bakers-- ! towns ever known to travel at one merely to simplify matters, as showing that the roads in question are one
efild country was 65,025, a total of tmie.
The Santa Fe advertised early in line each, and not a collection of lines
119,266 barrels.
Calthe year a one way rate of ?25 to
under the title "system."
Attorney W. B. Childers has gone to ifornia, and apparently, everybody in
A DANGEROUS
up
MISTAKE.
the
San Francisco in connection with the the east who could scrape
who had ever had any decase of certain railway contractors twenty-five- ,
Albuquerque
Should Not NeMother
against the Southern Pacific, in which sire to move west, came out with a
glect Kidney Weakness In
the contractors are suing the railway big rush, and the chair cars, smoker
Children.
company for a large amount on a con- and tourist cars being full to overMost children have weak kidneys.
tract for building a branch line in the flowing shows that the people who
The earliest warning is bed- - wetwent west were of the poorer classes.
southern part of the territory'.
A train of twenty empty coaches, ting.
Later comes backache, headache,
William J. Curtis, traveling passen- drawn by a freight engine, continued languor.
ger agent for the Santa Fe. is on a trip north from this city this morning.
'Tls a mistake to neglect these trouof a varied character.
He went to
bles.
Chicago to accompany a train load of RETURNS TO LOS ANGELES
To blame the child for Its own disrace horses bound for California, as
tress.
far as Albuquerque, and he will esAND TALKS PROSPERITY
Seek to cure the kidneys
cort back from there a special train
Save the child from deadly kidney
of the delegates who have been atJohn J. Byrne, as popular on the Ills.
tending the national Women's ChrisDoan's Kidney Pills cure sick kidtian Temperance Union convention at coast lines as W. J. Black Is on the neys.
main line of the Santa Fe, and that
Los Angeles.
J. A. Skinner, dealer In staple and
Is saying a great deal, passed through
Albuquerque the other evening, en fancy groceries, 216 West Railroad
James E. Hurley, general manager route
to Los Angeles from Chicago, avenue, says: "Some time ago there
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
he carried along with him his ap- came to my notice a case of a child
has Issued an order which becomes and
pointment as assistant passenger traf- whose control over the kidney secre
effective on the first of the month, re- fic
manager, which is a deserved pro- tions was limited, i tie parents producing the working hours of track
motion from that of general passen- cured for It Doan's Kidney Pills at the
forces from ten to nine hours a day. ger
and with It a larger salary. Alvarado Pharmacy, and the treatThis reduction Is made because of the On agent,
his office In Los Angeles ment, according to directions for chilearly twilight, the men not being able Mr. reaching
Byrne found congratulatory let- dren, was commenced. In addition to
to see to work well after 5 o'clock.
the limited control there was considThe shortening of the working hours ters and telegrams on his .promotion, erable backache, the complications
of the trackmen Is made each fall and and in an Interview with a reporter fully proving that In some way the
said:
continues until about the middle of of "Ithe Examiner,
aui glad to bring nothing but good kidneys were either weakened or ovMarch, and is in effect all ever the
The treatment of Doan's
I
am
news.
convinced thai the coun- erexcited.
road.
try never was more prosperous than Kidney Plils so strengthened the kidnow, and there is every
indication neys that the annoyance ceased."
The Santa Ke railway is putting that this condition will last IndefFor sale by all dealers. Price 50
Koster-MilburCo., BufTalo,
into service thirty new balance com- initely: at least there are no signs c.r cents.
N. Y.. sole agents for the United
pound locomotives on its passenger anv change in conditions.
States.
service at Las Vegas. The overland
are
"Manufacturers
Remember the name Doan's and
trains are now all provided with ihese with orders, farmers have the great. .
engines, w hich are
5?
d
tn
est crops in years, the railways are take no other.
pivi-iof models.
S'lpi
confronted with the problem of carwas
lucxy
papa
"Mother
nought
a
Hitchcock recently pi,!,, on ing for more business than they r.n- gas range.
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summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good
0
brick.
ior name nouses cneaper
common rubble T
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card than
and I will call
2
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KEEP Y0U9 HORSE COMFORTABLE
Cold Weather Means
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Horse Blankets and Lap Rooss
We have them In

all kinds am.
SPECIAL
LOW
PRICEb
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory,
prices.

Aft

the Elks' Theatre Tonight
PITIFUL TRAGEDY

OF

MYSTERY

A

N THE SANTA FE

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

DEATH SOLVED

QUICK
ACCIDENTALLY
ELMER
SHOOTS HIS OWN SON
THE
vTWO WERE TRYING TO KILL A MAN FOUND ON PLAINS IN LINCOLN
COUNTY
WAS
FROM
STEER. .
WATERTOWN, N. Y.
One of the most pathetic Incidents
The mystery as to the home and
recorded In the county was that which relatives
of William Dodican, who
last night occured near Hohney, when was
dead on the plains of Lin- Elmer Quick accidentally shot and coin found
probaJdy fatally Injured his own son, been county, near White Oaks, has
solved.
Homer. Hoth parties are well known
The following letter from the de- in Trinidad, says the Advertiser.
sister has been received
The information which could be se- ceased's
from Watertown, N. Y dated October
cured last night concerning the details 2th,
by Sheriff J. W. Owen:
of the accident were meager. It apYour postal of this afternoon has
pears, however, that the father and
son were in t he act of trying to kilt- a been delivered to me. I am a sister
steer. The animal was wild and a of William Dodican, whom you menrifle was to be used. In the etfort tioned as having been found dead on
to get the steer in a position where the lr.th inst. Chief of Police Baxter
also shown me your postal to
she shot would be instantly fatal, and has
In the excitement
of the moment, him, and I have received a copy of
young Homer got in the way and the the El Paso Herald of October 21st,
of the death of my
bullet intended for the steer strucii giving an Iaccount you
brother.
wish
would send me
him.
property as may
The last Information was that the on such papers and
young man was not dead, but there have been found upon his person.
Yours truly,
was little hope that he would live to
(Mrs.) M. M. BELLAMY'.
this morning.
years old and well
He is twenty-onBe Deceived.
educated. He was one of the most Do not beDon't
deceived by counterfeits
promising and most popular of the when you buy
Witch Hazel Salve. The
boys around Hohney, and had a wide name of
&
is on
acquaintance in this city. After the every box E.ofC.the geinulne. Co.Piles
in
first of the year he was to take charge their worst form will soon pass away
of a school. The father. Elmer, Is an if you will apply DeWitt's
Witch
old settler, and everywhere highly, re- Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
spected.
for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter, Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Middleton,
Man's Unselfishness
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
Is often as great as woman's.
But afflicted with a fever sore that was
"Repubvery painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Thos. S. Austin, Mgr. of the
lican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
unreasonable, when he refused to by all druggists.
allow the doctors to operate on his
Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct. 23, 1905.
"Instead,"
wife, for female trouble.
he says, "we concluded to try Electric Sealed proposals in triplicate, for
Bitters. My wife was then so sick, furnishing material and constructing
she could hardly leave her bed, and Addition to Officers' Infirmary here
five (5) physicians had failed to re- will be received until 11 a. m., Nov.
lieve her. After taking Electric Bit- 27, 1905, and then opened. Proposals
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can for entire work or for construction,
now perform all her household du- plumbing, heating, and lighting, septies." Guaranteed by all druggists, arately, will he considered. U. S. reserves right to accept or reject any
price 50c.
or all proposals, or any part thereof.
REPAIR SHOP.
containing
proposals
Envelopes
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl should he endorsed "Proposals for Adture set up and crated for shipment. dition to Offlsers' Infirmary," adRear of Walton's drug store.
dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Q. M.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
Call at 110 West Gold avenue foi
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK embroidery materials of all kinds.
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE Orders taken for hand made ChristPLANING MILL.
mas gifts. Stamping done.

G"nrat Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

CARRIAGE

HORSESHOEING

i
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First Street and Tljeras

A Cor.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Road

CO.

ZSBGER GMFfc

Q

QUICK EL

A

Proprietors

BOTHE,

&

1

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best tlmported and Domestic Cigars.

0
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Distinctively Different,
The Weekly

Globe-Democra- t,

ly and exclusively its own.
It la Issued twice every week.

,

J.

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

t'HERMAN-WILLIAM-

SEMI-WEEKL-

Globe-Democr-

Globe-Democr- at

Globe-Democr-

e

f

i

ST. LOUIS,

o

t,

mo.

J

Always
PAPER
stock.
Plaster, lime. Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

BUILDING

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

City Market
John

S. 7. VANN. O. O.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board Of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vaon's drug
'
store.

FER STABLES
and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCOOO
O. F. PLATT,

V.

Only

President

Horses

"

Globe-Democra-

BA'.LDRIDGE

LTVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS-

big
paper.
Eight to ten pages every Tuesday and Friday. One Dollar a year.
Nothing particularly different, you say, about that there are
papers.
other "Twlce-a-WeekYes, but the similarity ends there.
No other paper is like tlto
in any other respect. No other paper equals the
In any respect.
t,
An entirely unique feature of the
a feature
which Is highly prized by Us readers. Is its systematic method of preserving and presenting the CONTINUITY OF NEWS.
The two papers each week, Tuesday anil Friday! are carefully
prepared with the view of giving the complete news of all the world
for that week.
They are so combined In the make-uas to form continued and
connected stories of the various Important events, showing the developments from day to day and the final results.
Other weekly ami
papers, as a rub!, print only a few
telegrams of the day of issue.
The "Twiee-a-Weekgives the telegrams of every
day in the week more comprehensively than the average dailv, anil
of more value to the average reader.
Moreover, the "Twice-a-Wk" Globo Democrat Is not simply an
echo of the Daily edition.
It is a separate and distinct publication, especially prenared to
supply the requirements of peoplo who want all the news of all the
earth and something more.
It presents the World's daily history in concise but complete
form. It Is of equal interest in all parts of the United States. It is
invaluable alike to men and women, young and old.
It thoroughly provides for every member of the family. In
literature it particularly exceiis. ltg market reports are correct and complete in every detail.
Its departments devoted to ' The Home," "The Farm and Garden." "The Family Circle,
Die Sunday School," "Science and Industry." are each and all THE BEST of their kind and either one Is
more than worth the subscription price of the paper.
In politics It Is strictly REPUBLICAN, but It Is above all a newspaper, and It tells the truth without f.iar or favor. It has no equal or
x
anj nome journal.
4.n as a sini .awuuai ne
Remember the price, only One Inl!ar per year 104 papers less m
than one cent a copy. Postage prepaid.
A
You will make no mistake If you send
TODAY for a year's
subscription. Or you can get your paper ONE YEAH WITHOUT $
by Inducing two of your neU'..!iors to subscribe
cost
and sending
ttu ir names with tJ.oo.
Pit EE SAMPLE COPIES, c intoning order blanks and full particu- larv will be cheerfully furnished upon receipt of a postal card re- qu.fi. Address Globe Printing Con: :.ny, Publishers.
A

St Louis

C.

A

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

of St. Louis, covers a field peculiarA
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i

In Every Way the Best

high-grad-
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!
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PAINTING

CARRIAGE

,

"
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n
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Abbott, Prop.
thm

Boat

Butter Meats, and Eggs
109 North Second St.
M.

,

DRAG0IE

Dealers In "
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
GO TO

THE

New Planing Mill
South of Viaduct, on First Street.

The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
floe
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.

Special Machinery
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

KXXXXXXOCOOOCXDOCXDOOOOCOO

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
O. DINSDALE

A.

HAY DEN

IV.

HIGHLAND

412

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Office and F.xctorv
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

;5

Phones, Auto. 108: Colo.. Plack

r.VARNISHES
Kcleher

Thos.

PAINTS,

OILS.

Drayin'

us

once, you'll
call again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gouglo'.
By

the Albuquerque

The Cleaner

do all your CARPET.
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 5 cents per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 530.
3II North Seventh Street 3II
Will

Shippin

FREIGHTS
You have

HAYGDDD

AND

BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap'
Robes. Horse Piankets, Etc. Pal- nietti Roof Paint; lasts five years and;
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Movin

LIVER

STABLE

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

twice-a-wee-

4i

TRIMMING AND RE
PAIRING

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

p

J. jt

Third and Marquette

I

Globe-Democra-

DISASTER

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL thk COUCH

hho

Or. King's
How Discovery
WITH

Transfer Men

New Tailor Shop.
J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor chop on North
First street, where he is ready to
clean, rrees and repair ladles' and
gents' clothln" ?:i!:s nia 1B to order.
1'atron.iga of former customers

CURE f he LUNGS

ON SUMPTION

A.

OUGHSand
0L0S

Surest
4 1

L

Pries
60c It $1.00
Fres Trial.

mi J
i. JJL7 rA. Mlfft TP.Ov.

Quickest Cure for oil

I

t

V

EVENING CITIZEN

ALltUQUEHQUE

6, 1905.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

PAGE

SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

PITTSBURG'S BIG POISON MYSTERY

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kindt of Fresh and 8alt Meat.
Steam Sauaago Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street
All

Jockey Todd Sloan Is considering an
offer to go on the staee to take the
Smoke the White LUy Cigar.
part now played liy George M. Cohan
part
The
in "Little Johnnie Jones."
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
Is that of an American Jockey who has
Judges
Kngllsh
lieen set down by the
11S
W. Railroad ATenua.
on suspcion of foul riding" In the
Derby. Cohan la to produce another
play as soon as he finds an acceptable
PIONCEft BAKERY
player for his present part.
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
Columbia need not feel so badly
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Two
over its riot with Wesleyan.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
foot ball teams at Mahanoy City, Pa.,
We desire patronage and we guarfight and the
got into a
antee first class baking.
)
spectators Joined in the fray.
3.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Stroet.
Two playerB and fourteen spectators
were Injured. The trouble started
Pittsburg's
6.
Pittsburg. Pa., Nov.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXXXT
when the quarterback of one tram great
jxiison mystery may soon be
punched the nose of the right tackle
clearad up.
of the oilier team.
$25 California ,$25
A blow over the heart killed Chas.
After investigating for nearly three
O'Heagan In a boxing contest with years the death of Recorder J. O.
Second Class Colonist Rtt.es
Fred Northrup at St. Johns, X. B. The
by poison, his fortune has
referee and seconds were arrested, but
"
been fixed upon as a motive in the
will probably be released.
Sept. 15 lo Oct. 31
That there Is money In going tragedy of J. R. P. Hrown, his brother,
against the second raters Is shown by who says that he has found a clue In
the fact that Young Corbett cleaned the late recorder's business affairs.
Stopovers allowed In CaliAfter having labored for more than
up 11,1511 in his last two matches. The
money comes so easy that Abe At tell a year and found the liVs of persons
fornia. For particulars, call
has decided to go after some of It, sealed on account of family or politon any agent.
three-rounbegan
Drown
ical reasons, J. R. P.
and will fight reeular
H;0
H. S. LUTZ.
bouts befrre a Philadelphia A. C. that tracing his brother's investments and
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
connections ! New York, Philadelmakes a specially of such affairs.
G. P. A, Los Angeles, Cal.
Capt. Gillespie, of the West Point phia, Toronto, Montreal, Cincinnati.
eleven, which played Harvard and West Virginia, and, lastly, to NeYale on consecutive Saturdays, says, braska, where Recorder Drawn was
His
of two ranches.
In his opinion, the Yale team Is much part owner
the stronger. Yale has a much more brother's estate. Drown says, was
Established In 1882
When he died
Miss Nettie McLean and
spirited and speedy attack than Har- worth fully ll.uno.iilM).
vard, he says, and the Yale backs play property and cash amounting to not Recorder J. O. Brown.
&
G.
better together, helping the man with more than $100.(100 could be found.
death Brown had become reconciled
Sole scents for Casino Canned Goods
Where did all his wealth go? J. R. with "his wife, for a will turned up
the ball and affording him good pro
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
tection. He thinks Harvard may be a P. Brown says he wants to know.
dated February 29, 1903, giving to Mrs.
Miss Nettie McLean, with whom Re Brown and a nephew, Walter niack, cm
trifle better on the defense than lale,
boden's Granite Flour.
propused
Drown
to
his
transfer
sepa
having
he
nearly all his property.
tut weaker in the center part of the corder Brown lived,
erty
Into
names
the
of
others.
to
supposed
was
ated from his wife,
line.
Mrs. Brown had been given a stiJ. It. P. Drown says he has made
Quarterback Stevenson of Tennsyl have received a large portion of his pend of about $5.oo0 a year by Brown many important discoveries and will
vaiiia is coming In for severe critisue
not abandon the case until an assassand slie continually threatened to
Groceries
cism by eastern writers because of his
for nn increase. Some say that this in's hand is revealed.
tendency to slug during the games.
The same complaint was made against
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
thels player last season.
Earth.
Harry Payne Whitney has decided
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
on a weeding out of his stable, and
will place on sale some of his most
214
South Second Street.
Tie young
promising
turfman Intends to sell Sattleax,
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Midas, Commune, Vangaual I and
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
be Alarmed About Stomach Troubles if
Need
all of which have shown abili'y
to
Wholesale and Retail
to race well in private or in public.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
Coach Stags of the Chlcagj Univerby
Guaranteed
you
use
sity, has affixed his stamp of approval
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
G02 South First Street
on association foot ball, and it will be
Both Phones
Co.
J.
a prominent feature of Maroon athletics in the future. The adaptability
of the English game Is giving athletic
It does not contain opium in any
Shortness of breath, black specks
experience and training to a large
riRE
alcohoi, or any other
before the eyes, furred tongue, dizzi- form, acids,
number of students, rather than to a
INSURANCE.
harmful drug or
It Is a
I few specialized thletes, is its chief recness, belcjilng of gases or sour food, pure remedy that chemical.
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
heals the irritated
ommendation as a college sport,
4
debility are all signs of. mucuous membrane, stimulates the so tion. Office at J. C Ttaldrldge's Lum
'f
weakness
and
to Coach Stagg.
V
ber yard.
catarrh of the stomach. There is no lar plexus, and aids digestion.
It must have been a bitter pill for
j. R. P, Brown, brother of the dead need to be unduly alarmed, for thisIt youAsk J. H. O Rielly & Co. to show
Coach Ray Morley, of the Columbh
TOT I A GRAOI
the guarantee under which they
foot ball eleven, to swallow, when Yale man, who has worked steadily for disease can be cured by
It costs but 5u cents
is the only remedy that strikes at the sell
administered that 52 to 0 wallop to three years on the mystery.
and your money Is returned if Dealers In Groceries, Prorlsions, Hay,
his team on Saturday. No doubt Mot wealth. Little Is known on this point. root of the evil and actually cures the box,
Grain and Fuel.
It
does
not help you.
disease.
ley wishes that he was out of the
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
has been fighting for possession
coaching business and back on his She
and cigars, riace your orners ior
of 88 shares of Colonial Trust com
ranch in New Mexico
this line with us.
were
pany
which
she
claims
stock,
The El Paso Times says: Effectve
"I Thank the Lord!"
Petitions are being circulated In given her by Recorder Brown. The
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Chicago by the Liberal League asking court haa decided against her, on a cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock, j yesterday, all of the roads failing to
s
Buck-len'got
from
the mayor and chief of police to mi claim that certain signatures wev Ark., " for the relief I
pay
tax on their gross receipts
Arnica Salve. It cured my fear- will the
.
the law. and allow boxing, under forged, and the. case has been apbe subject to a penalty of $200
REDUCED PRICES
nothing
else per day
proper restrictions.
ful running sores, which
The league asks pealed.
"
for each day the tax Is not
sufwould heal, and from which
On
Work. Plates. 18.00;
Dental
that only one or two chartered clubs
paid,
law,
Love
according
which
the
to
Mysterious
Woman.
marvel1.00
fered for five years." It is a
Gold Crowns, $8.00; Fillings,
be allowed to run. It is said the mayor
legls
Behind the dark veil over the trag- ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds. i was passed 'by the last Texas
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
has expressed himself as favorable to
Kl Paso
entering
roads
lature.
The
mysterious
figure
edy
of
a
stands
the
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
60c. All guaranteed.
the plan, with six round goes as the
who have not complied with thP law
woman, who Is said to have accomlimit of the fights pulled off.
Rock Island, Texas
Fe,
are
Santa
the
cook
explosion
an
a
for
days
few
wait
York
to
panied
New
Don't
Brown
Efforts to bring about a resumption
& Pacific and the G. 11. & S. A.
way.
of athletic relations between the Kan before his death, on March 15, 1903, with gas the humane
are at the home of Miss McLean. J. R. P.
sas and Nebraska universities
meet inn with slight success. These Brown expects that at some point this
two colleges should lie spirited rivals mysterious personage will be encounSKIN HARD
for athletic supremacy. Instead, they tered in the labyrinth of his brother's
for
are bitter foes, and the games between business affairs. He can account forB. F. COPP, D. D. S.
AND
the disappearance of his brother's
. them in the past have been character
17, N. T. Armljo Building.
Room
except
way
she
no
that
tune
in
other
con
ized bv most unsportsmanlike
Some skin diseases are active in Summer, while others wait until cold
duct, not only on the part of the play got a big share of it. The discovery or
ers of the two teams, but by the stu her identity, the brother thinks, will weather to manifest themselves. Winter Eczema sleeps in the system through
reopen the case with startling effect. the long hot months, and gives no sign of its presence; but at the coming o)
dents of the respective colleges.
Six Poisons Used.
The governor of Michigan stopped
Winter the trouble asserts itself and it becomes one of the most painful and The Fuefir Undertaking Company
the fight .between Willie Levels and
After an inquiry lasting seven distressing of all skin diseases. The blood is filled with poisonous acids
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
joe Walcott. and it looks as though months, Coroner Jesse M. McGeary, which seem to be excited by the cold; and as these are thrown off through
307 West Railroad Avenue.
No a nephew of Recorder Brown, with
the game was dead in Detroit.
the pores and glands, the skin cracks and bleeds, the flesh becomes hot and
Day or Night
reason was given for the interference his jury, readied the conclusion th.at feverish and the itching intense. The natural oils which keep the skin soft 8th 'Phones.
bv the authorities, except that the Recorder
rown had been poisoned, and pliant are dried up by the cold, bleak winds, causing it to become hard
fieht could not go on. Lewis and but that the drills bad been admin anddry, givingitthatshiny, leathery appearance, characteristic of the disease
The Albuquerque Hatters
Walcott will try and find another bat istered by an unknown nand.
other
tleground.
J. R. P. Hrown believed from the The head, face, hands and feet are the usual points of attack, though
and Steam Cleaners
Hilly Koche is making an effort to first that his brother had been pols parts of the body may be affected. So painful and distressing is the trouble
get Joe Cans to tight under ills man oned. So did his counsel, T. O. Camp that the suflerer constantly "doctors" and treats it trying to get relief Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
agemcnt but as yet has failed to land bell, criminal lawyer of New York and Soothing washes, medicated ointments and salves are used, but aside from Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
him.
Cincinnati, now deceased. Of arsenic giving temporary relief they do no good. The cause is poisonous acids in Corner of Third street and Gold ave
Thos. Thorpe has developed into a mercury, antimony, t clonal, cyanide of the blood, and these must be removed before a cure can be ellectcu. I he only nue, In the car.
sort of foot ball Evangeline, wander- potassium and sulphonal, enough was cure for Winter Eczema is S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers. It
ing through the wilderness of tlie found in the body of Brown to have
cleanses the entire blood supply of the acrid
But Few Are Free.
south seeking a team whereon he may killed twenty men.
poisons and sends a fresh, health v stream totli But few poo pi o are entirely fre from
indulge In the gnat college pastime.
Domestic Complications.
diseased bk in, healing and softening it and cur- Indigestion at this season or the year,
Alter being dropped at Columbia he- Kecorde Brown's first wife died
ing the painful, itching eruptions. "S. S. S. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is not only the
cause he was deficient in nis siumes
enters the blood and purifies it of all waste and he.st remedy to use hecause it digests
am about nine years ago. and he married
a
he went to t'hariottex ille.
but because it altso en
began playing on Hie I niverslty of Miss Klla Mania. After living a ft.-PURELY VEGETABLE. foreign matter, and cures Winter Eczema ot what you eat
ns it is sometimes called safely as well ables the digestive apparatus to as
Virginia eleven. Now he lias been days with his new spouse, he went to
Tetter
the. home of Miss Nettie
as sv.rely; beside? it does not contain any harmful mineral to derange oi similate and transform all food Into
sent on his way asain. as the faculty live atwho
was his stenogiaplitr while
Kodol relieves
ig--i
feared bis presence there would have he was
any part of t'.ie system. Book on .Skin Diseases and any medical sour stomach, blood. burn,
dnni
belching
director f public safety.
heart
a bad elfei-- upon the repination of the
advice yoa need, free TllE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
and all forms of Indigestion.
school. Thorpe should st.idy bis les ' It appears that shortly before his
sons a little while on iiis travi Is.
Cornell stii.bnts lire enthusiastic
over the game of push ball which has
irfS..injmS
SLZTSiu
2X"WKW
B1W
4Cir7!KETZZTL'
SaX
just been introduced at the college.
ygfa-jrfgmaay.
twcai
.txtow
fffrar
soxrzai.
The g I'ne proved exciting tu the players and nevil and amuMt'.g to the
spec! ators.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We lava added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
'
and we will straighten them out for you.

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

OF P.

oooooocooooooo
A PROPOSITION!

d

F.

CO.

PRATT

Staple and Fancy

FRIENDLY

WARNING

No

Mi-o-na-Cu-

Your land, worth $2 an acre, Is, by

the use of one of our Irrigation plants,
made worth $100 per acre. Write us
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and

re

H. O'Riley &

A. E. WALKER,

Pumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help you.

The

7FH fl J

iBJTrMTFI

miMlOlJLlLLIIB!

DRY

Mc-Lia-

tissue-bulldin-

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

COLORADO

DENVER,

q

WHERE TO DTNE WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte. Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY? FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

IN

oocooooooo
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Unredeemed Diamonds

i. Jffi

I can aava you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from nieyou trade with a reliable

'
'
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds Increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
The Man You Can Trus
ROSENFIELD, The Pawnbroker.
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St., Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

C0000t

I

i

Hendrie

MELINI

&.

HKO000O00O

EAKIN,

Wholesale

Nor

anil

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owner and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
-

The Williams Dfug Co.
G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
117 WEST

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,
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Mothrrs everywhere prals due Mlnciiiuh Cure for iho sitlt'ernigs litrelieved and the lives of their
cure
tle ones it has saved. A certain
for Couth. Croup and Whooping
Makes breathing easy, cuts
Cough.
out pbbgm.and draws out the inflam
a. i uiu. (...!..
mation.
wiuuau wains a fine evenin
coat, but ho price has always been
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for if you will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden P.u'.e lry
them
Goods company, you will flti-S';e
pi iced within the reach of a'.!.
window dUi'lay.
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Santa

F'o Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsitc
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EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL f.O OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
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lies south of Albuquerque, N. M
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eir. S. e to it tba' you have it.
Tlie November and January n'"'"'rs'
containing the Aev. Irl K. Hicks' l"re-cas- t
for the whole year, are mure
complete than ever, and can he had
by sending a' once liTi cel. Is tao Word
aiid Works Publishing company, J:'nl
Locust strict, St. Louis, Mo.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mentco
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The lots offered are in the center of tl.o city, well graded, (many of
coal and wood yard, Urus hto:. hartie-s- , shop, etc., etc. Also a
lirst-clas-

Improved l.y cultivation): no tii::l or travel.
moUern hotel.
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We need a

first-clas-

s

TO PELEN, EAST AND WEST

bal;ery. tailor s'l.;., shoe

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

i

f

JOHN BECKER, President
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and every one of them voting the dom
ocratlc tick:.'' The colonel is a republican and quite dogmatic in all of
bis opinions.
Mrs. L. (i. Koiviifield, of 717 North
today received an exFourth st p
press packime from Detrollt, Mich.,
The package contained a wedding cake
and the announcement of the marriage
of her brother. Mr. S. Sallam, to Miss
B. Yallenstein. a prominent young lady
of Detroit, which occurred there recently, A. Van 1'eli. a well known mason
contractor and builder, of this city,
will go to S;in'n Fe tomorrow morning.
He secured In- contract for the ruble
stone basement of the N. U. lmghiln
building, for which John Laughlin, of
this city, Is the general contractor.
Mr. Van P it has three cement block
residences to be erected In this city.
F. M. Jones, locating engineer for
the Santa Fe. passed through the city
this hiornlng on train No. 2 en route
to Chicago, where he Is called presumably for ttie purpose of reorting
on surveys l,e has recently made for
changes conn niplated on the coast
lines. The-- e surveys extend all
the line from Albuquerque to San

LOCAL AND
IMOliSON'AL

s

rr Y' 1,1

Partly cloudy with local rain tonight
and Tuesday
U. I Baca, of Santa Fe, was a Sun
day visitor In the metropolis.
J. V. Akers. the Santa Fe liquor
dialer, was a visitor In the city today.
Attorney Uen. W. Klock Is attending
the Sandoval probate court at Bernalillo today.
M. Frlshman, traveling salesman for
H. llfelcl it Co., was a passenger for
Santa Fe this morning.
Mrs. I. Weiss, of San Francisco, who
Is visit inc Mrs. Joseph Uibo, lias gone
to Laguna for a short visit to friends.
V. J. Johnson, assistant caHhier of
the Hank of Commerce, returned this
morning fnmi a business trip to Deal-

SB SHOES

They fit smoothly, keep the 'heel from slipping, support the InBtep and
give comfort to the toe.
They show to advantage the beauty of your foot and single you
out as being well dressed.
Only the best material and workman elilp la used In their construction, and therefore, they wear well and hold their shape.
Our prices are very reasonable.
Men's Patent Colt Shoes,

$3.50 to $4.00
Men's Vicl Kid or Box Calf Shoes.
$2.50 to $4.00,
Men s Work Shoes,
$1.65 to $3.00

'

ing.
Mrs. Frank Moore has Issued Invi

tations for a series of receptions which
will occur on Friday and Saturday of
this week.
Regular review of Alamo Hive No.
1, L. O. T. M
at Odd Fellows hail
Tuesday afternoon, November 7, at
2:30 sharp.
Mineral Loilt:e No. 4, K. of P., will
meeting tonight.
hold an important
C.
All members .should be present.
O. Cushiiian, K. of R. & S.
There will be a special meeting f
the Woman's club at the club rooniH
tomorrow afternoon at 2 oO'clock. Ail
members requkested to be present.
Miss Florence Owen, who has been
making an extended visit to Mrs. E.
L. Modler, 10u2 West TIJeras Road,
Jias returned to her home at Tucson.
The ladles of the Christian church
will hold a social tea at the residence
of Mrs. Roush, No. 329 Hunlng avenue,
Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 7. from 2 to
5 o'clock.
Mrs. M. O. Chadbourne and Mrs. W.
H. Oreer have issued invitations for a
dancing party to be given Wednesday
evening, November 15, at the

Ladies' Patent Kid Shoes,

$3.50 to $4.00

Ladies' Vicl Kid Shoes,
$1.65 to $3.50

Shoes for Boys and Girls,

$1.00 to $2.50

A FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must pet rid of our canned stock One
as It Is and our reduced prices will
make them move in a hurry. Mark
you: they're, Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Kos. 118 and 120, South Second

St

OOOttOOOOOOO0OO

Dr. L. H. Chamberlain Is at Las Vegas to attend a meeting of the New
Mexico board of dental examiners,
which Is being held In the Meadow
City today and tomorrow.
O. J. Kuebler, a leading attorney of
Chicago, and a stockholder of the
American Lumber company, of this
city, who spent Saturday in the city,
left yesterday for the east.
Oakey Clifford wishes to extend his
sincere thanks to his many friends
for their sympathy and many acts of
kindness at the time of the death of
his mother, Mrs. Margaret Clifford.
Ueoorge P. Learnard, of the firm of
Learnard & l.indemaun, the South
Second street piano dealers, returned
this morning from a successful piano
selling trip to southern towns In 'the

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good Qualities In every standard

piano,

THE GENUINE CHECKERING-

xiut

-

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

TIIK. WITITSOiST MUSIC CO.
114
SOUTH SECOND OTREET.

'

territory.

Lumber,

Mrs. A. A'. Henry authorizes The Citizen to cay that she will be at home
to her many lady friends on and after this date. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
now occupy residence No. 909 South

SaSGiaDors'

Broadway.
Albert Faber, the Railroad avenue
carpet merchant, who Is Just recovering from a severe attack of rheumatism, will leave tonight for the
hot springs where he will spend
several weeks taking the baths.
Mrs. Max Schuster, of 603 West
Copper avenue, has gone to Philadelphia, where she will meet her daugter,
Miss Irma Schuster, who has Just returned from an extended stay abroad.
Both will return to Albuquerque In a
few weeks.
Edward Grunsfeld, representing, R.
B. Bloom & Co., whllesale clothing
merchants of New York, Is spending
the day In Belen. Mr. Grunsfeld will
return tonight and leave for an extend
ed goods selling expedition on the Pacific coast.
R. H. Sargent, of Washington, D. C,
an engineer In the government forestry service, is in the city for a few
days. - Mr. Sargent Is making arrangements for the survey of the new Jemez
reserve, recently created by the Inter,
lor department.
William Harrell, a contractor on the
Santa Fe coast lines, left the city last
night for the grand canyon, in Arizona,
accompanied by three plasterers and
six stone masons, who are engaged to
work on the new forty room addition
to the El Tovar hotel.
A gentleman named
Thomas has
been employed to succeed W. B.
Moore as house man and watchman at
the Elks opera house building. Mr.
Thomas halls from Michigan. Vincent
Damiano has been employed as stage
manager at the Elks opera bouse.
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell, assistant
attorney of the Santa Fe In New Mexico, who is down from Las Vegas on
business in connection with the Santa
Fe'a rebate case pending in the second
district court, said this morning that
the caring for the Indigent Bick coming to New Mexico fro uithe eastorn
states was getting to be a big proposition. "And it has only begun," continued the colonel. "There will be
more than 10.0OO consumptives within
New Mexico within the next few years

Cement and Rex Flintkote

Fay-woo-

ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

Something Always to be Kept

0

0

and Prized
Is a picture in one of our appropriate frames and now is
the time to have your framing done for the holiday

season.
;
We carry the largest line of moulding In the city, and
with our workmanship, make a combination that can't
be beat The new patterns Juet received.
Our representative will call on you with a line of samples
if you will only say the word. Drop us a card or phone
Auto. 491.

Newcomer's Book Store
OtX3sxDaoex3sx3tC

DIAMONDS
votf
lestment.

h.Lrlehi "I6

WATCHES,

Our prices are right We lnylts
good we are offering; also

the beautiful diamond

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.
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Special Sale on Boy's Clothing and Furnishings
H

d

Boy's long, grey Overcoats, sizes 8 to 14
years;' worth $G, for,

S

4

50

Boy's School Suits;
neat
with
mixtures
two pairs of Pants, for,
$4 50- -

Boy's Union Underwear, Fleeced Lined,

75c

IE.LWASHBDBN
Gold

Avenue

THIS
COAT

THE DAY OF THE BIQ
GENEROUS PROPOR-TIONTHE "SKIMPY," SHORT

13

OF

AND

COAT HAS LONG

DISAPPEARED;
INSTEAD,
WE
HAVE THE GREAT COAT, WITH
BROAD
SHOULDERS,
ROOMY
SLEEVES AND GENEROUS SKIRT.
FIFTY-TWAND 64.INCHES IS
NOT TOO LONG FOR THE AVER.
AGE
MAN.
THEY ARE VERY
HANDSOME, THESE BIG COATS;
COMFORTABLE AND
REASONABLY PRICED.

&fffERS

You Have a Choice of Many Styles
It is little short of marvelous how
a finished coat, of the quality we
show, can be produced and sold for

.

so little.
Our selection
comprises
every
Style worth having, and every good
fabric from the world's looms, In the
best overcoatings
produced, tailored
and finished In a manner that can
only he approached by the very best
custom tailors.

Overcoats $I0

to $30

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooma

groom..

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Nothing has been heard of Leo Baca,
the fourteen year oid Bon of Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Baca, whose mysterious dis
appearance was told In the Citizen on
Saturday evening. The police of sur
rounding towns have been notified to
look out for him and It is believed
his whereabouts will be learned in the
course of a few days. It is not thought
that he has met with anv harm, but
simply tired of home and wanted to
see a Utile of the world.
In spite of the bad weather a large
audience assembled at the Congregational church last night to hear Prof.
Stroup speak on the question, "Shall
We Ever Compromise
With Sin?"
Local and national affairs Were treated
in a practical and Interesting manner
to the prom or a large number of men
who were present. At the morning
service thirteen new members were
received Into fellowship. Others will
be received next Sunday morning.
ETHEL

TUCKER

IN

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Writ for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

it

REPERTOIRE

17 South

H3-H5- -I

The

only Short Order Lunch
Room in theCitv. Fine Coffee
a Specialty. 2 6
S. SeCOIllI St.
1

c
r
E

IVES,
3J9

RECEIVED WITHIN SIXTY DAYS.'
E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH
SECOND
I
STREET. BOTH 'PHONES.

00000i

OJSSISZ

V. Ssnta

Fe Ave.
Aut. Phone 1(8

1I1P' drlD' Alip, ol1 everywhere"
cook with safe gas.

beifr

enm, Cltl.en.

8uDficrlbe (or Tbe

to stocK. You are cordially
invited to call whether
you purchase or not.
South Second Street.

E. J. POST
Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS.

Now is the Time
To get your Stove Work done before the rusn. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and O eat Western Heaters. The most complete line In the city,
AT LOWEST PRICES.
QUICK
QUICK

oooo

fc

OO.

HARDWARE

AVIIOL.KSAL.K

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

.

M.

0
0
5

Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

oo

o

Nortb FWt Strrrt

3

begs to announce to His friends
and patrons, that his
FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and that for the next few days
new and tasty designs in
Jewelry and Silverware and handsome holiday goods will be added
119

CAR OF KANSAS WHITE OATS,
QUALITY NO. 1, THE THIRD CAR '

401-40-

II

...Maynard...',
THE JEWELER

Specialty this week is
Chrysanthemums.
Also
Roses, Etc- -

LATE TO CLASSIFY

Pint Street

A

Cut
Flowers

FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness, cheap, and must be sold at
once. Inquire at Blue Goose saloon,
212 North Third street.

o

WHITNEY COMPANY

MERCHANTS.

The Ethel Tucker Stock company
will open at the Elks' opera house tonight, for one week, presenting
a
different play each night, and complete change of specialties between
each act. The company comes well
recommended, having played at Phoenix, Ariz., for four months this summer, and going from there to El Paso.
where they played to crowded houses. I
Popular prices, 15c, 2&c and 35c, will!
prevail during the entire engagement.
TOO

II

,y

o
WM. M'INTOSH.

0
0

UKTAIL

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
stroke.
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a WIssj

We carry many

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

QUICK MEAL.
QUICK

MtAl

QUICK

t At

W
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Agents for

a

Winchester

El

119 West

IN

PLUMBING

810 00

$13 50

8, 1905.

B SGARE COAT
VOGUE

iltf

Attend the card party given by the
Catholic Indies' Aid society in' St.
Mary's ball. Tuesday, November 7, at
8 o'clock, sharp.
Prizes and refreshments. Admission 23 cents.
Diego, Cal.
Rev. J. w. llarron, pautor of the
away the
A fine place to while
Congregational church, on Saturday hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
evening olileiaied at the wedding of Railroad avenue.
Miss Belle Richards and Clarence ElThe Gorman Ladles' Aid society of
liott, two well known young people
of this city. Only a few close friends the Lutheran church, will give a cofof the contracting parties were pres- fee social on Wednesday, November 8,
ent. The newly married coup e will at 2 o'clock, at Mrs. Renner's, No. 220
go to housekeeping at once at 524 West Silver avenue.
South First street.
Don't suffer with cold feet! Our
Friends in this city have recleved hjgh cut, fleece lined Slumber Slipthe sad Intelligence of the death of pers will cure this complaint. They
Mrs. N. F. Irish, at Pineville, Mo. The are made of fine Jersey cloth
and can
deceased resided in this city some lie worn either while sleeping or as
years ago, at the time when Mr. Irish bed room slippers. They come In an
was connected In a clerical capacity sizes for men and women, and cost
with the Albuquerque National hank. only 25c, at C. May's shoe store,
314
Mrs. Irish was a most excellent lady, West Railroad avenue.
and many here and elsewhere will
mourn her death.
An annual memorial service for the
dead will be held tomorrow morning
at 9 o'clock, at the Santa Barbara
cemetery. Kev. C. Capilupi, S. J., wid
be the celebrant. The musical program will be in charge of the church
choir under the able direction of Mrs.
T. J. Shinick. Father Mandalari, S.
J., will preach the sermon.
Win.
Trimble will operate a bus from his
stables to the cemetery.
Roy McDonald, cashier of the State
National hank, left last Saturday
night for Pittsburg, Kansas, where on
tomorrow he will lead to the altar in
marriage Miss Mabel Fitch.
After
the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. McDonald
Call
will take a short honeymoon trip, and
then return to this city. They will occupy a pretty homo In the Fourth
ward, which as just been completed
and nicely furnlsed by the happy

Boy's nobby grey Overcoats; very stylish;
long cuts; full backs;
worth 12; 12 to 16
years, for,

Young Men's Suits, la
Casslmeres and Worsteds, 110. $12 and

matter

long you
have suffered
from
Poor Appetite,
ndlgestlon,
Dyspepsia, '
Heartburn,
Weak Kidneys
Costiveness,
or Malaria,
the Bitters
will help you
Try it today.
For a limited time we will give
pipe, one
with every
package of Gold Shore plug cut smoking tobacco, free. Henry Westerfold,
207 Railroad avenue.
Spend your leisure time at the pool
ball at No. 115 West Railroad
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122 South Second Street

Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's
and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Bcllps
Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
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